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FOOD & HOTEL MALAYSIA 2023 —

UNLEASHING THE BEST YET,

SEPTEMBER!
COMING TO YOU THIS

Informa Markets Malaysia is pleased to announce the return of 
the highly anticipated and biggest Food & Hotel Malaysia (FHM) 
exhibition to date! Held from 19 to 22 September 2023 at the 
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre (KLCC), this four-day event is 
expected to draw 1,500 participating exhibitors and top brands 
and 25,000 attendees, enabling new business connections and 
propelling innovation within the food and hospitality 
community.

With 15 international pavilions from Australia, Belgium, China, 
Greece, Hong Kong S.A.R, India, Japan, Singapore, Taiwan, 
Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, 
United States of America and other nations set to exhibit their 
latest offerings at FHM 2023, the show continues to be the top 
avenue for industry players to connect, drive innovation and 
discover business growth prospects. This year with the 
expansion to a full 10-hall capacity, the show will allow for 

greater participation and provide more 
networking opportunities for all attendees.

FHM 2023 will feature new highlights in 
biodegradable products, industry 4.0 

technologies, innovative hospitality solutions, 
nutritive plant-based alternatives and much 
more. Knowledge-sharing activities such as 
wine education, industry conference and 
seminars, housekeeping competitions and 
live cooking demonstrations by 
professional chefs will also be held 
concurrently during the show.



CHINA
Indulge in the rich heritage of Chinese cuisine and hospitality at 
China Pavilion at FHM 2023. Step into a world of intricate flavours, 
traditional techniques and innovative gastronomy. From authentic 
regional cuisines to the latest advancements in food technology, 
the Chinese Pavilion will showcase the immense depth and 
diversity of China's food and hospitality industry, offering a 
treasure trove of opportunities for sourcing and inspiration.

Experience the vibrant culinary scene of Australia at FHM 2023! 
Discover the country's exceptional food and hospitality offerings, 
known for its fresh and high-quality produce, diverse culinary 
heritage and a unique blend of multicultural influences. From 
farm-to-table delights to award-winning wines, the Australian 
Pavilion brings a fusion of flavours and cutting-edge trends that 
will elevate your food and hospitality experience.

AUSTRALIA

Embark on a culinary voyage to Belgium during FHM 2023, where 
flavours and traditions intertwine to create tantalising 
gastronomic experiences. Immerse yourself in the country's rich 
culinary heritage, renowned especially for their fine chocolates 
and beers, and gain revealing insights into their warm and 
luxurious hospitality traditions. Savour a taste of Europe's gem at 
the Belgium pavilion and discover their unique contributions to 
the global food and hospitality industry.

BELGIUM

andCountries
Regions



Experience the essence of Mediterranean cuisine at the Greece 
Pavilion, where sun-kissed flavours and ancient culinary wisdom 
come together to captivate your senses. Savour fresh yet rich 
gastronomic delights that celebrate Greece's culinary heritage 
and revel in the country's reputation for heartfelt hospitality and 
enchanting resort experiences. Get ready to immerse yourself in 
the spirit of Greece, where tradition meets innovation, and sample 
their mouth-watering delights at FHM 2023.

GREECE

Experience the fusion of East and West at the Hong Kong Pavilion 
during FHM 2023. Hong Kong is a cosmopolitan city that offers a 
unique blend of culinary influences, ranging from Cantonese dim 
sum to British afternoon tea. You'll get to sample some of the 
most popular and innovative dishes from Hong Kong, as well as 
learn about the latest trends and developments in the food and 
hospitality sector. Whether you're looking for traditional or 
modern, casual or fine dining, you'll find it all at the Hong Kong 
Pavilion.

HONG KONG S.A.R

INDIA
Get up close and personal with the rich flavours and vibrant 
culinary heritage of India at FHM 2023. The pavilion of the world’s 
most populous nation will showcase diverse cuisines originating 
from its various regions, from exotic spices and aromatic curries 
to exquisite desserts and traditional cooking techniques. Also 
discover India's reputation as a global hub for hospitality services, 
as it brings its expertise in luxury hotels, skilled hospitality 
professionals and innovative concepts steeped in culture and 
tradition to FHM.
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Immerse yourself in the exquisite world of meticulous 
craftsmanship and attention to detail that defines Japanese 
gastronomy and hospitality. The Japan Pavilion will showcase top 
traditions and cuisines from the far east, from the elegance of 
sushi and the depth of ramen varieties to the artistry of tea 
ceremonies and the precision of culinary traditions. Get a 
first-hand glimpse into the country's culinary excellence, 
innovative food technologies and dedication to delivering 
unparalleled dining experiences.

JAPAN

Experience a melting pot of flavours at the FHM 2023 Singapore 
Pavilion. As a global culinary hub, Singapore showcases diverse 
food culture and innovative hospitality concepts influenced by 
Chinese, Malay, Indian and Western cultures. Discover hawker 
centre delights, Michelin-starred cuisine and innovative food 
concepts that have put Singapore on the world map, and revel in 
the city-state's knack for fusing culinary traditions, fostering 
culinary talent and pushing the boundaries of the food and 
hospitality industry.

SINGAPORE

TAIWAN
Step into the realm of Taiwanese gastronomy at FHM 2023! 
Known for its street food culture, tea traditions and culinary 
innovations, the Taiwanese Pavilion presents a fusion of 
traditional and modern flavours and creativity. From milk tea to 
night market delights, the Taiwan Pavilion will provide tantalising 
insights into its' vibrant food scene and its remarkable hospitality 
industry. Get ready to be captivated by the culinary wonders that 
Taiwan has to offer.
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Discover the vibrant and exotic flavours of Thailand at FHM 2023. 
The Thailand Pavilion will take you on an exploration of the 
country's rich and diverse culinary culture, featuring a variety of 
dishes from the four regions of Thailand. From spicy curries to 
refreshing salads and fragrant soups, you'll experience the 
balance of sweet, sour, salty and spicy that defines Thai cuisine. 
You’ll also gain a deep appreciation of the hospitality industry in 
Thailand, which is renowned for its warm and friendly service, 
exquisite design and cultural charm.

THAILAND

Transport yourself to the exotic flavours of North Africa at the 
FHM 2023 Tunisia Pavilion. Known for its rich history, diverse 
cuisine and warm hospitality, Tunisia showcases its unique blend 
of Mediterranean and Arabic influences. From vibrant spices to 
aromatic tagines infused with rich cultural heritage, Tunisia brings 
a unique and exotic twist to the food and hospitality industry. 
Experience the warmth of Tunisian hospitality, savour traditional 
dishes and explore the potential for trade and collaborations in 
this thriving market.

TUNISIA

TURKEY
Immerse yourself in the flavours of the Ottoman Empire at the 
FHM 2023 Turkey Pavilion. Renowned for its rich culinary heritage, 
Turkey presents a harmonious fusion of Middle Eastern, 
Mediterranean and Central Asian cuisines. From succulent 
kebabs to decadent sweets and traditional Turkish coffee, you’ll 
get a close-up look at the diverse gastronomic traditions, 
innovative food products and world-renowned hospitality that 
Turkey brings to the food and hospitality world.
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Journey to the heart of the Middle East at the United Arab 
Emirates Pavilion, where Arabian hospitality and opulent flavours 
enthral at FHM 2023. Indulge in a fusion of spices and aromas, 
epitomised by their world renown offerings such as shawarmas, 
hummus and aromatic teas, and experience the grandeur of 
Emirati hospitality, where luxury resorts and exceptional service 
redefine the art of welcoming guests. Don’t miss this chance to 
uncover the allure of the UAE's culinary and hospitality treasures.

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Enjoy the best of British cuisine and hospitality at FHM 2023. 
From classic English cuisine to contemporary gastropub fare, the 
United Kingdom pavilion will showcase the diversity and quality of 
English food and drinks, as well as the rich history and heritage of 
British gastronomy. You'll also learn about the country's 
renowned hospitality sector and meet some of the brands and 
entrepreneurs shaping its future. Experience the charm and 
elegance of the UK and connect with its vibrant food and 
hospitality community.

UNITED KINGDOM

UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
Experience the culinary diversity of the United States at FHM 
2023! The USA Pavilion presents an incredible blend of flavours, 
showcasing the best of American cuisine from coast to coast. 
From iconic fast food to farm-to-table experiences, the USA 
Pavilion will showcase the country's rich food and hospitality 
traditions, highlighting its commitment to culinary excellence and 
ground-breaking industry trends. Discover the dynamic food 
scene and explore opportunities for partnerships and 
collaborations with industry leaders from the United States.
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Food & Hotel Malaysia in collaboration with Crafted, 
brings you a unique and exciting showcase of wines, 
spirits, and beers available in Malaysia (and a sneak 
preview at products to come)!

Join us for a 4-day showcase where we'll be featuring a 
wide range of products available (and pre-launch 
products) in Malaysia. Visitors can get tickets to the 
Crafted Tasting Room; sampling and purchasing wines 
directly from local retailers, distributors, and importers.

On top of that, Crafted will be hosting 
2-full days of masterclasses and 
activities on a variety of topics; 
including exclusive previews of 
new-to-market brands that have 
yet make it to Malaysian 
shores! 

Don't miss this opportunity to 
immerse yourself in the 
world of wines, spirits, and 
beers. Join us and discover 
your new favourite drink!

01CRAFTED
@ FHM 2023

In conjunction with Food & Hotel Malaysia 2023, Malaysian Association of Hotels (MAH), together with 
Informa Markets, Professional Culinaire Association of Malaysia (PCA) and The Malaysian Food and 
Beverage Executives Association (MFBEA), is proud to bring you the most coveted culinary 
competition in the South East Asia – Culinaire Malaysia 2023.

The event is expected to draw in more than 1200 participants and 100 professional judges from 
various parts of the world in an exciting battle for culinary glory across a variety of categories.

02Culinaire Malaysia 2023



For the very first time, HOTELEX Malaysia organised by Shanghai Sinoexpo Informa Markets, will be 
held concurrently with Food & Hotel Malaysia 2023. 

With HOTELEX Malaysia’s key industry exhibitors among 16 different profiles of kitchen and hotel 
supplies from China, HOTELEX Malaysia brings additional value and flavour to FHM’s local and 
international buyers to build new business relationships and meaningful connections within the 
ever-changing food and hospitality community. 

This powerful collaboration of two leading trade shows make FHM 2023 a must-attend event that 
offers Malaysian industry professionals an exclusive opportunity to network, stay ahead of the curve 
and learn about the latest trends, particularly in the Chinese market.

03HOTELEX Malaysia

04Housekeeping
Malaysia 2023

In collaboration with Malaysian Association of Housekeepers 
(MAHIR), get ready for a showcase of immaculate housekeeping 
skills at the very first Housekeeping Malaysia 2023.

Across 4-days, this riveting competition sets the stage for 
housekeeping talents to compete and soar to new heights as they 
set a new benchmark in national housekeeping services. With 7 
captivating categories, housekeepers will compete in bed-making, 
towel artistry and vacuuming prowess. The excitement escalates 
with team challenges, putting their creativity to the test in theme 
decoration and a medley competition that combines housekeeping 
skills in a thrilling team event.

Don't miss this extraordinary programme that sets the gold standard 
in housekeeping services!



06Wine Trend Talks

Embark on an engaging and enlightening journey at this 
4-hour industry conference hosted by Foodservice 
Consultants Society International (FCSI) on 19 September. 
Delve into the realms of restaurants, retail food-service 
operations, hotels and resorts as we unlock the secrets to 
maximising production efficiencies through supply chain 
optimisation and cutting-edge equipment selection.

The conference brings together industry leaders from the 
local F&B scene and renowned speakers from FCSI Asia 
Pacific, with topics encompassing the crucial significance of 
central kitchens for chain outlets, operational know-how and 
key design considerations. This event is a prime opportunity 
for innovators in food-service and hospitality to connect, 
trade insights and unravel the latest trends in the industry. 

Prepare for an enriching experience as wine specialists Entwine 
Consultancy return once again to share their exclusive industry 
knowledge at FHM 2023. Delve into a diverse array of activities, 
including engaging forums and workshops that offer invaluable insights 
into staff training, sustainability within the food and hospitality sector, 
and the evolving skill sets essential for the industry's growth.

You can also indulge your senses with more experiential 
sessions, where wine tasting takes centre stage alongside 

captivating discussions on food pairings and the fascinating 
trends shaping the global fine wine and spirits industries. 
Embrace this chance to connect with industry peers, while 
delving deeper into the realm of wine and spirits. Expand 
your industry insight and uncork a world of possibilities 
within the food and hospitality domain.

05Industry Conference:
Central Kitchens - The Future Is Now!



Indulge in a unique pastry experience at the Pastry Innovation Lab, organised by Professional 
Culinaire Association (PCA)! Our event brings together top exhibitors and award-winning Pastry 
Chefs for a one-of-a-kind collaboration, showcasing the latest innovations in pastry-making.

The Pastry Innovation Lab provides a platform for exhibitors, pastry 
chefs, and attendees to collaborate and create a progressive and 
innovative industry. It's a unique opportunity to engage within 
the food service eco-system and be part of a cutting-edge 
movement that's taking the pastry world by storm.

Featuring creative masterclass demonstrations, hands-on 
sensorial tasting workshops, and a delightful Hi-Tea 
sessions, this programme also promotes health and 
wellness, plant-based, and sustainability trends in pastry 
making. Don't miss out on this incredible event and be 
part of the revolution in pastry-making.

08Pastry Innovation Lab

07Future Hub

As a pioneer for boosting continuous transformation 
in the industry, Food & Hotel Malaysia 2023 pushes 
forth a hub that stands out from the rest, the Future 
Hub. A place where technology, innovation, future 
trends, and sustainability all blend harmoniously, 
creating a captivating realm that promises to 
revolutionise the way we experience food and 
hospitality.

Be part of an exciting journey to shape the future of 
the hospitality, food and beverage industry together, 
one innovation at a time. 

Future
Hub



Ableitner Foods is a premier manufacturer of Halal certified gourmet 
food located in the heart of Klang Valley. Built to meet the rising needs 
of the Malaysian gourmet food market, Ableitner Foods provides 
customers the opportunity to work with an experienced team and 
world-class facility to customize unique items for their menus. From 
restaurants to airlines, convention centers to cafes, the company's 
mission is to create innovative food dishes from appetizers to 
desserts to cater to all demands of the quickly growing Malaysian 
food industry.

ABLEITNER FOODS SDN BHD

Booth No: 2708

Biscotti Brownies Lasagne

FROM HOUSEHOLD NAME TO SUPERBRAND
Adabi has become a household brand in every malaysian home. 
Within three decades, the company has successfully expanded its 
business by captivating the hearts (and taste buds) of Malaysians 
with its beloved products. Adabi is adamant in securing further 
growth of its market share through latest technological 
advancements as well research and development (R&D) in 
high-quality food products. We have also gained various recognition 
globally as well. Most recently, in addition to food manufacturing, 
Adabi has diversified its portfolio to include the Horeca and snack 
brand Flamitoz as well as the pet food brand Powercat.

ADABI CONSUMER INDUSTRIES SDN BHD

Booth No: 1034

Coconut Cream
Extract 250ml

Sardines in
Tomato Sauce

With Chili

Golden Salted
Egg Powder

Note From Publisher
While every effort has been taken by the organiser to verify and authenticate

the information published, the organiser shall not be held responsible
for any information omission or ambiguity in this Show Preview, if any.

ADEL Marketing (M) Sdn Bhd is a leading brand owner, specializing in 
Hotel Door Lock System and Amenities. With a strong focus on the 
hospitality industry, we offer innovative and reliable solutions 
worldwide. Our state-of-the-art door lock systems ensure the utmost 
security and convenience for guests, while our comprehensive 
amenities provide added comfort during their stay. We are committed 
to delivering exceptional quality and service, helping hotels create 
unforgettable guest experiences. ADEL Marketing (M) Sdn Bhd is the 
trusted partner for hotels seeking premium door lock systems and 
amenities to elevate their brand and enhance guest satisfaction.

ADEL MARKETING (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 9A002
& 9B001

ADEL Hotel
Door Lock

ADEL
Safe Box

Coolmate Mini
Bar Fridge



Our company provides an extensive collection of quality tabletop 
products to the HoReCa industry since 1989. We had built our strong 
reputation from our reliability and today, we are proud to be 
representing international brands of reputable manufacturers. Our 
success is achieved from continuous commitment from our 
customers and support from our dedicated partners.
We are exclusive agent and distributor for below distinguished brands 
in Malaysia.
NIKKO, PATRA, CHURCHILL, WMF PROFESSIONAL, VICTORINOX, 
SCHONWALD, PLAYGROUND, ZIEHER AND COLE & MASON.
You are most welcome to visit us at Hall 9B, Booth No.: 9B301 for an 
exclusive presentation of our brands. 

ADVANCE HOTEL SUPPLIES (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 9B301

Nikko Collection
RYOGETSU

Note From Publisher
While every effort has been taken by the organiser to verify and authenticate

the information published, the organiser shall not be held responsible
for any information omission or ambiguity in this Show Preview, if any.

WMF SYNERGY –
New Decor:
Geometric

Victorinox Fibrox
Dual Grip

Established in 2013, Aim Coffee (M) Sdn Bhd (AIM) has been steadily 
growing, roasting, and producing premium coffee beans for 
Peninsular and Borneo Malaysia. Aim Coffee offers a diverse 
selection of exclusive beans and coffee machines sourced globally, 
although accessing our products may pose a challenge. Currently, 
AIM operates as an integrated company, handling the importation, 
roasting, packaging, and supply of coffee beans and beverage 
powders at our ISO-22000 certified Roastery in Malaysia.

AIM COFFEE (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 2211

Coffee Espresso
Machine

Machines
Customization

OEM/ODM/Private
Label Coffee Bean

In 2002, Albatross Exim was set up with the simple idea to introduce 
traditional European flavors of smoked fish to the Malaysian 
household. Nowadays, Albatross Exim is an international seafood 
company delivering a wide variety of safe and sustainable seafood 
products. Our focus is on smoked salmon, includes other fresh and 
frozen products in a wide range of formats. We follow traditional 
methods of wooden cold smoking to deliver a perfectly balanced 
product. As fish processing experts, We also providing a range of 
bespoke services including filleting, dressing, smoking, marinating 
and others.

ALBATROSS EXIM (M) SDN BHD

Smoked Salmon
Sliced, 100gm

Smoked Salmon
Presliced, 1-1.1kg

Salmon Burger
Patties, 80gm

Booth No: 1020



Allied Foodservice Equipment Sdn Bhd is one of the leading 
commercial kitchen equipment suppliers in Malaysia. With offices in 
3 locations regionally and a stainless-steel fabrication factory, Allied is 
a comprehensive one stop solution provider for all commercial 
kitchen requirements. A supplier to many reputable international and 
local brands, Allied has been regularly appointed as the permanent 
Kitchen Consultant and Supplier for many international and local 
restaurant chains throughout Asia.

ALLIED FOODSERVICE EQUIPMENT SDN BHD

Booth No: 4301

Rational

Note From Publisher
While every effort has been taken by the organiser to verify and authenticate

the information published, the organiser shall not be held responsible
for any information omission or ambiguity in this Show Preview, if any.

Aromitalia

Carpigiani

Almex have been one of the top hospitality kiosk provider in Japan, 
and now we're bringing the experience and know-how to Malaysia, 
branding ourselves as Almex System Technology Asia (ASTA) to 
further venture into the Southeast Asia market. Introducing 
automation and cutting-edge technology to the hospitality and F&B 
industries can indeed be a game-changer, enhancing guests' 
interactions and optimizing customer experiences with the premise. 
Building a successful presence in a new market takes time, 
dedication and opportunity. Drop by our booth to witness the 
automation revolution in the hospitality industry.

ALMEX SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY ASIA SDN BHD

Booth No: 9B018

Hotel Check-in/
Check-out Kiosks

Food Ordening
Kiosk

Cleaning Robot

The Australian almond industry grows and supplies a full range of 
almonds including almond kernels and value-added almond 
products. These included blanched whole almonds, sliced and 
slivered almonds as well as almond butter and almond paste. The 
main almond varieties offered are Nonpareil and Carmel almonds.

ALMOND BOARD OF AUSTRALIA

Value Added Almonds Nonpareil Almonds

Booth No: 6004



Antswork has focused and developing brand and design packaging 
sector since 2006. With our current experiences, we have managed to 
produce many designing work, brand logos, paper bags and 
packaging for the small-medium size enterprises. Our personnel 
usually work hand-in-hand with our clients to make the best out of the 
design and packaging development. This has enabled us to work 
closely with our clients on their products. 

ANTSWORK COMMUNICATIONS SDN BHD

Booth No: 1017

Packaging 1 Packaging 2

Packaging 3

Discover Apple's Island, a sanctuary of natural delights. We craft 
premium products, celebrating the finest foods. Indulge in our 
luscious snacks, each bite delivering pure joy. Follow us on social 
media for updates and promotions. Join our flavorful journey and 
savor the taste of happiness. Welcome to Apple's Island.

APPLE'S ISLAND (THAILAND) CO.,LTD.

Booth No: 6702

Seaweed Chips Crispy Rice
Puff

Dehydrated Fruits

Through the years of hard work and constant adaptation to changes 
towards customer requirements together with more than 40 years of 
experience and expertise, we have become one of the most reputable 
manufacturer of quality Chili Sauce, Tomato Sauce, Oyster Sauce, 
Black Pepper Sauce, Kicap Pekat, Kicap Cair, Chili Boh and 8 variety of 
food ingredient products under it's brand name "PUTERI". Technical 
know how and Research and Development expertise together with 
the creative and innovative of our experience sales team has made 
APS-MANJA SDN. BHD. one of the most successful company in the 
food manufacturing industries. 

APS-MANJA SDN BHD

Booth No: 1511

Puteri Fried Chicken
Coating (Assorted)

Puteri Spicy
Crispy Anchovies

and Shrimp

Puteri Chili
Paste

Note From Publisher
While every effort has been taken by the organiser to verify and authenticate

the information published, the organiser shall not be held responsible
for any information omission or ambiguity in this Show Preview, if any.



Aroma Truffle reigns as The World's Strongest Truffle brand with its 
distict aroma of truffles in every product. Using the same recipe that 
has sold millions of bags all over the  worlds, Aroma Truffle have 
decided to share the product that is able to turn a simple dish into a 
luxurious feast. This multi-million dollar recipe has produced 
numerous dishes and is even approved by many chefs. Now we are 
avialable in 13 other countires with often sold-out products!

AROMA TRUFFLE MALAYSIA

Booth No: 1406

Aroma Truffle -
White Truffle Oil

Aroma Truffle
Chips - Original

Aroma Truffle -
Black Truffle Paté

Founded in 1976, Lension Group specializes in providing solutions for 
packaging needs across various industries. With the headquarter 
based in Malaysia, complemented by regional offices and robust 
manufacturing facilities, today we are serving customers spanning 
continents, from Asia, United States and Africa. As a part of Lension 
Group, Aropak Sdn Bhd is specialize in flexible plastic packaging. 
ranging from food and beverage to papermill sector and beyond. 
Aropak Sdn Bhd was accredited the FSSC 22000, ISO 22000, 
ISO9001, HACCP and GMP certification. Join us as we redefine 
packaging excellence through our expertise, innovation, and 
commitment.

AROPAK SDN BHD

Booth No: 2015

Flexible
Packaging

Papermill Packaging Sustainable
Packaging

ATHOS have deeply cultivated in the industry for more than 20 years. 
Providing high-quality linen for over 4000 hotels, hospitals and Home 
Textiles. Including guest room bedding, bathroom towel series, 
catering linen series, suite bedding series, medical bedding series, 
public area decorative textiles and Amenities. ATHOS can develop 
appropriate solutions based on customer needs, providing the best 
price while ensuring quality and comfort. ATHOS hopes to become 
your best partner!

ATHOS INTERNATIONAL SDN BHD

Booth No: 9A030

Bathrobe Towel Bedding

Note From Publisher
While every effort has been taken by the organiser to verify and authenticate

the information published, the organiser shall not be held responsible
for any information omission or ambiguity in this Show Preview, if any.



This year we will be officially launching a whole new range of 
products which will excite you. Simple yet elegant solutions for a 
classy way of drinking. Get rid of the traditional mindset. Also, we 
have new lines of water filtration products for both indoors and 
outdoors that would suit your needs whether you’re in the hotel 
industry or the residential properties industry, we assure you that 
you’ll be captivated by what we have to offer. 

BACFREE

Booth No: 4007

BACFREE
Just Tap Quadro

BACFREE 3SQCS
Direct Drinking

Water

Swisspro Clima
Versa 

Bake With Yen specializes in the manufacture, supply & distribution 
and retail of baking ingredients, premixes, accessories and tools. We 
are passionate about what we do, we produce our own baking 
products under the brand Bake With Yen and in-house brands such as 
Butterich, Cottura, Good Earth and Mama Lena in accordance with 
the HACCP Based Food Safety System and MeSTI and over 300 of 
our products are HALAL certified by JAKIM.

BAKE WITH YEN, BAKER'S CHOICE PREMIUMS

Booth No: 5019

Silikomart Ausicows Butter
(Salted & Unsalted)

Butterich Butter

Ballun Resources (M) Sdn Bhd is the wholesaler & distributor of 
natural food products in Malaysia & South East Asia. Our main brands 
consist of Bob’s Red Mill - USA’s leading miller of diverse whole grain 
foods; BRAGG - America’s original health food; Andean Valley - a line 
of superb quality Royal Quinoa products; BIOXXI by Coronilla - gluten 
free pasta products; Sunblast - a line of affordable organic juice in 
Malaysia premium grocery stores; UNISOY – a line of soy beverages 
from Singapore. HARUPLATE – a line of organic kids food jams and 
paste from Singapore. 

BALLUN RESOURCES (M) SDN BHD 

Booth No: 6001

Note From Publisher
While every effort has been taken by the organiser to verify and authenticate

the information published, the organiser shall not be held responsible
for any information omission or ambiguity in this Show Preview, if any.

UNISOY SUNBLAST
ORGANIC

BOB'S
RED MILL



BARISTA COFFEE SDN BHD

Booth No: 5211

Franke Coffee
System

La San Marco MOCAFE

We are the official distributor in Malaysia for a line of specialty kitchen 
equipment which are well-known brands in the industry that would 
enhance any kitchen operations. 
Products we distribute includes hot equipment (ovens, combi 
steamers and cooking equipment), cold equipment (chillers, freezers 
and ice machines) and in-between equipment (juice extractors, water 
dispensers, water filters and stainless steel equipment such as 
tables, racks, sinks, exhaust hoods etc).
Visit us at Booth No.: 3001 during FHM2023!!

BASIC KITCHEN SDN BHD

Booth No: 3001

Ice-O-Matic
Ice-Making Machine

SPACEMAN
Soft Serve Frozen
Beverage Machine

Combi Oven

Established back in 1993, Ben Fortune Pastry Manufacturing is a 
leading Malaysian frozen food producer that specializes in 
flour-based oriental foods. From humble beginnings, Ben Fortune is 
today a household name whose state-of-the-art facility produces 
steamed buns, desserts and assorted delicacies that can be found on 
supermarket shelves around the globe. 
We fulfill all the food safety standards ranging from the internationally 
recognized JAKIM Halal to the export required ISO22000 food safety 
standards.

BEN FORTUNE PASTRY MANUFACTURING (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 1407

Oriental Fortune Mantou Oriental Fortune Yutiao/Cakoi

Oriental Fortune Mini Beach Buns

Note From Publisher
While every effort has been taken by the organiser to verify and authenticate

the information published, the organiser shall not be held responsible
for any information omission or ambiguity in this Show Preview, if any.

Established in 1999, BARISTA COFFEE strives to provide excellence 
one cup at a time.  We offer a comprehensive range of fully automatic 
and traditional coffee machines, coffee and tea brewers, instant 
beverage dispensers, consumable ingredients such as coffee beans, 
teas, ice blended, syrups and sauces as well as kitchen equipment, 
barista tools, accessories and Barista training to suit any budget.  We 
pride ourselves in providing our customers with a complete range of 
creative and innovative solutions for their specific needs. Our talented 
and well trained barista team also provides excellent after-sales 
service and support.



‘Mudah dan Sedap’ which translates to ‘Simple and Tasty’ is our 
motto, and we live by it. Bestari was founded in 2004 after years of 
experience in the functional food ingredients industry. The 
introduction of our first product – Bestari Crispy Fried Chicken 
Coating Mix revolutionised the way Malaysians prepare fried chicken. 
Gone are the days when people used to spend so much time to blend 
and mix every single spice together in order to prepare such a staple 
food. Not only it saves families unnecessary costs from dining out, it 
also brings families together and closer.

BESTARI SALES & MARKETING SDN BHD

Booth No: 2401

Multipurpose Crispy
Frying Flour Mix

Golden Salted Eggs
Seasoning Mix

Instant Curry
Powder Premix

BGS Trading has more than 50 years of distribution experience in both 
Foodservice and Retail sectors in Malaysia. Business development 
through channel segmentation and focus with high level customer 
engagement. BGS has gained the reputation as a reliable and 
preferred supplier by the HORECA outlets, Manufacturers, Bakeries, 
Baking Ingredient Shops, Supermarket/ Hypermarket chains. BGS 
believes in building strategic partnership with like-minded global key 
brand owners who share the same vision; in building the Malaysian 
market.

BGS TRADING SDN BHD

Booth No: 2001

Anchor
Whipping Cream

Colatta Chocobitz
Dark Compound

Button

Davinci Gourmet
Avocado Craft

Blend Beverage
Powder

As Malaysia's leading importer and distributor in the food service 
industry, Bidfood Malaysia offers a wide range of products that have 
been tailored to suit all customer types; different packaging sizes 
available to cater to large and small scale customers; quality products 
ranging from ingredients and equipment from countries like France, 
Belgium, Italy and more! This involves by also providing a complete 
solution that includes recipe ideations and setups. With our diverse 
range of products, national network of branches and commitment to 
innovations, we strive to be a one-stop hub to provide quality products 
and solutions to the industry.

BIDFOOD MALAYSIA

Booth No: 1901

Callebaut Elle et Vire
Professionnel

Mathieu Tesseire
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BILI & FOOKDA MALAYSIA have grown from perfecting the water 
boiler system to refining the commercial kitchen equipment in the 
past 12 years. The company core values are to provide the best 
quality products with exceptional after-sales services, couple with 
years of warranty at an affordable price. We believe the people 
deserve to enjoy world-class equipment without a hefty price tag, a 
delectable cuisine with the price of a fast food meal. Yes, we do 
provide food and beverage now, and we've gone through hundreds of 
trials just to pick the finest because you deserve to have the best. 

BILI & FOOKDA GROUP MALAYSIA 

Booth No: 4012

BINSEN PLASTIC INDUSTRY SDN BHD is a plastic manufacturing 
company that was established in December 1980. We have decades 
of experience in the plastic industry, dating back to the 1980s, which 
has solidified our status as a leader in this industry, providing plastic 
packaging services and plastic goods. We are also the most recent 
ISO 9001:2015 certified company by BM Trada, and we aim to provide 
you with high-quality goods. We do have well-equipped equipment 
and technologies to manufacture and create new products in 
collaboration with you. We will manufacture products from PET, PP, 
PS, HDPE, and LDPE materials.

BINSEN PLASTIC INDUSTRY SDN BHD

Booth No: 2002

BP.0601 BP.1503 BPS.6150

Boncafé Sdn Bhd. is a leading gourmet coffee manufacturer and 
exporter, as well as the provider of one-stop coffee solution for food 
service - international hotels, airlines, restaurants, and retail outlets. 
Our product offerings include ground coffee, tea, juices, ready-to-drink 
products, sauces, syrups, coffee machines, smoothies, frappé mixes, 
etc.

BONCAFÉ (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 2701

Boncafé CaféMatic 5
Coffee Machine

Boncafé All Day
Blend Ground Coffee

Boncafé Rainforest
Reserve Coffee
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BILI JO-K30C
Water Boiler

FOOKDA FD-T15A
Water Boiler

FOOKDA FD-M25C
Microwave Oven



We specialized in high quality disposable foodservice packaging. Our 
vast range of products include paper boxed, paper trays, cutleries, cup 
carriers, napkin and other hygiene products such as garbage bags, 
gloves and dispensers.
We are committed to reduce the impact of disposable packaging to 
the environment by providing compostable and recyclable product 
options and also sourcing sustainable made products.

B-PAC

Booth No: 4013

Disposable Packaging Storage & Distribution
Solutions

Starting restaurant is more than just a dream. From finding the right 
location to designing a smooth flowing kitchen, careful planning is 
vital. The kitchen being the "heart" of a restaurant and our team of 
designers & builders can make this possible. CABE is working with 
numbers of international food chain and local F&B brands. We have 
our own fabrication factory to cope with fast track projects and the 
requirements of all kinds of custom made designs and specifications 
to meet.

CABE (M) SDN BHD 

Booth No: 5111

SS 3 Deck
Steam Cabinet

NU Broiler VINICOLE Steak
Ager

Caldbeck Macgregor is Malaysia's leading distributor of top-quality 
wines and fine foods. We are distinguished by both our selection of 
products and by the type of customers we service. We have a 
longstanding history and an excellent track record that has withstood 
the test of time. Caldbeck provides the best and trusted distribution 
service in Malaysia for high quality food and beverage products. Trust, 
integrity, and excellence are essential to all that we do. We provide our 
suppliers and our buyers with continuous support. We seek to build 
sustainable and long-term relationships with all our clients.

CALDBECK MACGREGOR (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 2801

MUTTI Whole
Peeled Tomato

2.5kg

Maestrella
Mozzarella

Shredded 2.5kg

Darbo Dispenser
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ÜNIIQ is the only home-grown kombucha brand in Malaysia that 
contains probiotics and 4,500mg prebiotics. Professionally brewed 
from a MeSTI & Halal certified manufacturer, each bottle of ÜNIIQ 
kombucha contains sufficient nutrients that you need for the 
betterment of gut health. 
ÜNIIQ is the fastest growing kombucha brand in the market. It comes 
in 6 deliciously exciting flavours: Classic, Rose, Calamansi, Passion 
Fruit, Mulberry and Pink Guava. ÜNIIQ welcomes hotel, F&B, grocery 
chains and international distribution partnerships.

CARTER MARKETING SDN BHD

Booth No: 2007

ÜNIIQ Kombucha -
Passion Fruit

ÜNIIQ Kombucha -
Pink Guava

ÜNIIQ Kombucha -
Mulberry

Catercomm Sdn. Bhd. was established in 1980 with the aim of 
servicing the hospitality industry. Since 1980 we have consistently 
delivered quality products to our customers, representing a range of 
outstanding international manufacturers such as Hepp Germany, 
InterMarket India, Nantong Bern Textile China.

CATERCOMM SDN BHD

Booth No: 9B502

Nantong Bern Textile
Technology Co., Ltd.

InterMarket India
Pvt. Ltd.

CB Frozen Food have been servicing the food industry in Malaysia 
since 1998 with the ultimate goal of rendering supreme service to all 
institutions caring to serve the best of frozen food. However, we have 
setup manufacturing to producing a wide variety of fish ball and 
premium process food. Our products comply to HALAL, MESTI, 
HACCP, ISO 22000 and GMP certification.

CB FROZEN FOOD SDN BHD

Booth No: 1015

Shabu-Shabu
Series

Candy Heart
Abalone 

Happiness Platter
Series

HEPP Germany



CDA is the leading premium lifestyle drinks distributor in Malaysia. We 
always offer unique, innovative products to meet today fast changing 
lifestyle. Our exclusive drinks including the natural mineral water, fruit 
juice, NON alcoholic wine, beer, liqueur, spirits, tea, syrup, fruit puree.
At CDA, we constantly market, promote and distribute the latest & 
innovative products from around the globe, ensuring that our portfolio 
is always on the fringe, offering our customers with alternative 
solutions to conventional brands.

CDA

Booth No: 3104

Hildon

Minabeau

Night Orient

CEMARA AYU is a specialist in highly handcrafted, eco-friendly Hotel, 
Resort, Food & Beverages, and SPA Supplies. We have been supplying 
to various hotel, resort, restaurant and SPA in Malaysia and Southeast 
Asia. We offer a complete range of highly handcrafted furniture, 
accessories, linen, SPA consumable products made of teak wood, 
rattan, synthetic rattan, stone, pandanous, bamboo, sea shell, mouth 
blown glass, ceramic. Our commitment to high quality product at the 
best price is known by our clients. We are working closely with 1,000 
of skillful people in Indonesia, to provide them a platform, to promote 
their handcrafted product.

CEMARA AYU SDN BHD

Booth No: 9B014

Amenities Range 

Spa Collections

Dishware Range

We manufacture extensive range of amenities and personal care 
products which are Halal certified to the hospitality industry as well as 
retail brands. We offer OEM logo customization products for both 
hotels and retail.  Innovation is what we look up to every day. We strive 
to bring innovation to this industry and to our clients from time to time 
which of course the most important ideology behind innovation is 
being able to provide convenience and the best experience to our 
clients.

CENTRAC SDN BHD

Booth No: 9B501

Jo Loves
Hotel Collections

INVISIBLE SERIES -
Modern Square Pump Dispenser 

ECO-BASICS DISPENSER -
Pump Dispenser
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“British made, high performance tableware for professionals"

Established in 1795, Churchill are recognised globally as leaders in 
hospitality tableware. The Churchill brand has achieved global 
recognition and is a reputable supplier of the highest quality 
ceramics. Respected for service excellence, product quality, 
environmental responsibilities and product innovation.

CHURCHILL CHINA

Booth No: 9B609

Stonecast Studio Prints
Kintsugi

Studio Prints
Homespun Chroma

CK Porcelain (Chuan Kuo Ceramics) is a porcelain tableware 
manufacturer with factories located in Vietnam and Taiwan. Our 
Vietnam plants are equipped with the latest fully automated control 
system and technologies from Japan and Germany. Integrates the 
resources and technical, from the product R&D, manufacturing, 
quality control and marketing services to supply at a competitive 
price porcelain tableware to hotels, airlines, restaurants, retail Aeon 
and corporate gift sector with our own house brand ( CK ).

CK PORCELAIN (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 9B009

Tableware for
Hospitality

Premium
Tableware

Custom Design
/ Logo

SHIRUDO means SHIELD, as a piece of highly protective equipment. 
We thrive to uphold the true meaning of SHIRUDO to users by not only 
providing our support with high quality protective products, but also 
guiding users with our products specialist and the knowledge of 
protections offered through our products. Users shall then receive the 
true value of protection with greater awareness of the right protective 
products to use.

CLEANERA MALAYSIA SDN BHD

Booth No: 1007

Confidenz Nitrile Gloves Shirudo Disposable Gloves
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CoffeeBot is an automated smart coffee vending machine that serves 
fresh brewed coffee. The magic behind CoffeeBot is a system infused 
with creativity and innovation that provides to consumers of all ages 
for 24 hours daily, as well as providing one stop solution service for all 
industries. Find out more at info@coffeebot.com.my 

COFFEEBOT VENDING MACHINE

Booth No: 5712

CoffeeBot Vending
Machine

CoffeeBot
Essential

Established in 2018, COO INDUCTION SDN BHD is the only 
commercial induction cooker company in Malaysia that offers a wide 
range of power choices. COO is the abbreviation of Chief Operating 
Officer, which means to COO induction cookers are the Chief 
Operating Officers in the kitchen. Under COO induction cookers' 
supervision and assistance, the operation in kitchen will  become 
smoother and your team will be able to serve delicious food in no 
time.

COO INDUCTION SDN BHD

Booth No: 5031

CK-350 CK-DF-8350

CK-350-1

Our expertise is in customizing and developing new processed food 
products based on client’s preferences and needs.
Actively developing new processed food products that match the 
changing trends and consumers’ preferences.

COSMIC CULINARY FOOD SOULTION SDN BHD

Booth No: 1412

OEM Deep Fried
Products

In-Flight
Meal
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Cranberries are not just any fruit – they are America’s Original 
Superfruit.® As one of three commonly cultivated fruits native only to 
North America, cranberries are an important crop with roots deep in 
American history. Cranberries are grown across the United States in 
leading production states of Wisconsin, Massachusetts, New Jersey, 
Oregon and Washington. They are a versatile, nutrient-dense fruit that 
can be easily incorporated into sweet and savory dishes. The 
Cranberry Marketing Committee (CMC) promotes the worldwide use 
and consumption of US-grown cranberries. 

CRANBERRY MARKETING COMMITTEE (USA)

Booth No: 2014

US Dried
Cranberries

US Cranberry
Juice

US Cranberry
Powder

AKYU (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd (Reg No. 367098-U), Your Food Prep & 
Packaging Partner, is a Malaysian company that has its foundations 
in the flexible packaging industry. Incorporated in 1996, a 
well-established trading company specializing in packaging 
machinery and packaging materials. With over 36 years of experience 
in the industry and proven track record, we have served a wide range 
of satisfied clientele throughout Peninsula and East Malaysia, 
Singapore, Vietnam and The Philippines. AKYU provides services like 
sales, marketing, technical support and consultancy for the 
packaging industry including full line production.

CRYSTALWRAP

Booth No: 3107

Food Wrap Film Aluminium Foil Baking Paper

A COFFEE MACHINE EXPERT
Exclusive Sole Distributor in Malaysia for WMF & FIAMMA Coffee 
Machines & JDE Coffee & Tea Products!
Other Brand Selections JURA BRAVILOR CAFITESSE
CT Nexus started in the year 2010. This modern and dynamic 
company has preserved the long-standing traditions of producing real 
espresso coffee by supplying the best in espresso coffee machines 
namely the FIAMMA. A decade later the range has expanded to 
sophisticated fully automatic coffee machines!

CT NEXUS

Booth No: 2811

Piazza Doro Fiamma WMF
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CYE RESOURCES SDN BHD is well-equipped with the knowledge, 
experience, and expertise in hotel locking system, with having the 
latest hotel lock technology of RFID + Zigbee & Bluetooth in one 
system. We offer effective solutions that are professionally designed 
for hospitality and service industry by a well-trained management and 
technical team, providing a safer and much convenient operational 
experience.

CYE RESOURCES SDN BHD

Booth No: 9A035

Model:
E3041

Model:
OBT - 30

Model:
OBT-2042MG

D&S Exports has been a leader in supplying commercial kitchen and 
laundry equipment, spare parts and supplies to a network of 
equipment distributors and dealers throughout the world. We 
distribute and promote our brands products through a vast network 
of distributors, dealers and consultants. We represent the world's top 
brands of commercial equipment, and we can coordinate large 
project procurements into a single, consolidated shipment, for 
maximum ease, efficiency, and profitability to our clients.

D & S  EXPORTS

Booth No: 4008

Server Touchless
Express™

Dispensers

Waring Xtreme
Hi-Power
Blender

Waring Commercial
Belgium Waffle

Maker  

Dankoff Coffee Specialist has established itself as a solution provider 
for the hotel, restaurant and café sector when it comes to supplying 
gourmet coffee, tea, coffee machines and accessories in Malaysia. 
With over 15 years of experience, the team has grown substantially 
over the years to innovate ourselves to stay relevant and ahead in the 
industry.

DANKOFF COFFEE SPECIALIST

Booth No: 2201

Victoria
Arduino

Crem Lavazza
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Whether you're SME or MNC, we want to help you in your deliveries 
and storages. DAQ GROUP is set up with its sole intention to help 
every company that produces, stores or distributes particularly 
temperature-sensitive commodities. Although the distinctive 
requirements may vary from company to company, we take no 
shortcut and understand every needs of our customers to come up 
with the most cost effective and tailored solution to help.

DAQ GROUP

Booth No: 1811

Chartered Services Consolidated Services

Warehouse Services

Deep Sea Fishery Kingdom promises its customers to always give the 
best effort to supply superior quality seafood products no matter 
when and where they are. “From Deepsea to Table, committed to 
quality, services and your fulfilment” is the slogan which we uphold. 
Maintain good and healthy business relationships with both 
customers and suppliers are important to us, and so are the products 
price, quality and the after-sales services which we provide. 
Deep Sea Fishery Kingdom, with more than 30 years of experiences, 
is well-equipped with the necessary comprehensive solutions and 
team members to handle these challenges.

DEEP SEA FISHERY KINGDOM SDN BHD

Booth No: 1810

Wholesale
Seafood Supply

Horeca
Seafood Supply Groceries

Delitea Sdn Bhd is a trusted partner in the food and beverage industry, 
boasting 15 years of experience. We specialize in providing 
high-quality beverage ingredients, comprehensive systems, and 
innovative solutions. With over 400 F&B products, Delitea offers a 
wide range of options including Kopi Teh System, Beverage Machines, 
Beverage Powders, Toppings, Western Coffee Bean, F&B 
Consultation, and Dessert Premixes. Our commitment to 
halal-certified, safe, and hygienic food preparations is supported by 
certifications like JAKIM, ISO, Mesti, and HACCP. Join Us in creating 
exceptional culinary experiences and elevating your business to new 
heights. Contact Delitea today for success-driven collaboration.

DELITEA SDN BHD

Booth No: 1312

Automatic Cup
Sealing Machine

4-in-1
Coffee & Tea

(Kopi Teh)
Beverage System

DE ONE Premium
Premix Powder

700g
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Delthin (Malaysia) was established in 2019 as a subsidiary of 
Zhejiang Delthin Food Technology Co.,Ltd (China), dedicated to 
serving the global halal market. We are located in Selangor, Malaysia 
and offer a broad range of functional ingredient blends and custom 
premixes for beverages and seasoning, which are superior in quality, 
delicious, and nutrient-rich. Our products cater to both domestic and 
overseas markets.

DELTHIN FOOD & BEVERAGE (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 6013

Spicy Mala
Seasoning Powder

Hot & Spicy
Seasoning Powder

Beef Stock
Powder

DKSH Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. further strengthens its presence in the fast 
moving consumer goods industry with the acquisition of Auric Pacific 
(M) Sdn. Bhd. Leveraging our business expertise and wide capillary 
distribution, we now provide innovative solutions to professionals in 
the food service industry. We are proud to include the well-known 
Buttercup and SCS bakery and confectionery brands among our 
portfolio of house brand.

DKSH MALAYSIA SDN BHD

Booth No: 2501
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In 1955, Alfred Ladriere and his wife Matagne open up LAMA, a 
factory in Belgium dedicated to the production of Belgian chocolate 
and other pastry ingredients. After 2 generations, 1999, Didier 
Ladriere decides to explore a new international market and 
establishes DLA Naturals in Subic Bay, Philippines. In 2000, DLA 
Naturals first start with the production of Glazez and Jams and 
establish their first sales with the United States, Thailand and Hong 
Kong.  Year 2018 DLA Naturals open their new bean to chocolate 
factory, the first in South East Asia.

DLA NATURALS

Booth No: 5807

Buttercup SCS

DLA EL PAO
Dark 58%

DLA Lafruta
Blueberry

50%

DLA Glageli
Neutral



EAPP was established in 2005, our mission is to empower and 
nourish the local community worldwide through baking & frying. 
We are South East Asia leader in compound butter for the culinary,  
confectionary and baking industries. 
Our top ranked brands BROOKE, BLUEBELL & TAROONA are available 
in many countries (USA, Europe, Middle East, Africa, Asia etc.), we 
have won international taste awards in 2021-2022 and we work with 
a lot of precision manufacturing companies. 
3 Business Segment:
1. Affordable Dairy Goodness
2. Performance Lipid
3. Release Technology

EAST ASIA PALM PRODUCTS SDN BHD

Booth No: 1009

Melange
Butter

Frymaster
Michelin

Pan Release
Agent

Eciatto is the Brains Behind F&B Businesses. We are the first F&B 
distributor to provide 5P framework & methodology for F&B industry. 
As a coffee & coffee equipment’s distributor, we provide SOP & Menu 
Development, consultation on F&B system specialize in Beverages 
segment.

ECIATTO SDN BHD 

Booth No: 1028

1883
Maison Routin

Dalla Corte Icon Sanremo
Cafe Racer
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DPO International is a leading specialised food distribution company 
with an established presence across Southeast Asia and China. We 
are a full-suite market enabler for food businesses looking to enter 
and expand into China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Sri Lanka, 
Thailand, and Vietnam. For 30 years, we have worked with 
international and local food brands, offering our unrivalled experience 
and expertise in the food industry. Through our divisions – Industry, 
Foodservice, Retail, and Consumer, we serve our partners and 
customers via 8 specialised services: We Buy, We Comply, We Ship, 
We Store, We Innovate, We Market, We Sell and We Distribute.

DPO INTERNATIONAL 

Booth No: 2101

Foodcraft Bakels

Ovomaltine
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We provide Full Range of Sustainable Paper Packaging for FMCG and 
Foodservice Packaging. 

ECO CARTON FOODSERVICE PACKAGING

Booth No: 2012

Paper Cups Printed Cups Full Range
Sustainable
Packaging

Elegant World, a leading name in the exquisite France wines. We have 
established ourselves as a quality player in the wine industry. Our 
passion for crafting exceptional wines has earned us a stellar 
reputation among connoisseurs and enthusiasts alike. From vine to 
bottle, we meticulously nurture our grapes in the finest vineyards, 
employing sustainable practices to ensure the highest quality. Our 
expert winemakers blend traditional craftsmanship with innovative 
techniques, resulting in an unparalleled range of flavors and aromas. 
Whether you seek a bold red, a crisp white, or a sparkling delight, EW 
promises an extraordinary sensory journey with every sip.

ELEGANT WORLD (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 2022

CHATEAU
COUTET

CHATEAU
MANGOT

DOMAINE DE L'A,
CÔTES DE CASTILLON,

BORDEAUX

We are an OEM factory that specializes in the manufacturing of food 
products. We have a team of experienced professionals who are 
dedicated to providing exceptional customer service. We work very 
closely with our partners in order to create customized food products 
that meet any of their specific requirements. Our manufacturing 
facility is equipped with state-of-the-art equipment and processes 
that ensure consistent quality and safety standards. We also have a 
rigorous quality control system in place to ensure that all of our 
products meet food safety standards and customer expectations. 

ENGLISH HOTBREADS (SEL) SDN BHD

Booth No: 2901

Royal
Wholemeal Loaf

Coffee Baked
Cheese Cake

Sambal
Nasi Lemak
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Established in 2005 with more than 30 years of experience in the F&B 
industry, Examas Jaya has grown to be one of the leading 
commercial foodservice equipment specialists carrying high quality 
and prominent brands such as Taylor, Henny Penny, Manitowoc, XLT 
Ovens, Kolb, Hobart, Fetco, Panasonic, Franke, Cooper Atkins, and 
Sterra Sheen. Our strength is our after-sales service supports 
comprised of consultation, product and equipment testing, trainings, 
and technicians who are located in East and West Malaysia including 
Brunei. We ensure that our equipment are in perfect shape, genuine, 
and have resulted in positive feedback throughout our company's 
history.

EXAMAS JAYA SDN BHD

Booth No: 3009

HENNY PENNY
Open Fryer

TAYLOR
Soft Serve
Machine

MANITOWOC
Ice Machine

F&B Equipment Sdn. Bhd. is a leading click-and-mortar retailer of 
excellent commercial kitchen solutions in South East Asia. We offer a 
comprehensive range of commercial kitchen equipment and 
appliances for restaurants, food outlet franchises, café, hotels, 
hospitals and schools.
Furthermore, we provide one-stop solutions for your kitchen with 
Food Tech-RMS technology, machines and food processes can be 
digitalized and moving towards operational efficiency, professional 
consultancy for commercial kitchen set-up, and project management 
for dealers as well as the excellent after- sales service.

F&B EQUIPMENT SDN BHD

Booth No: 4701

Lainox Oracle
Standard High

Speed Oven

Botinkit
Max

Robot Coupe
R-301 Ultra D

Food Processor

“EU Orchards of Taste – 101015762” is an AGRI-MULTI information 
project under the Regulation (EU) 1144/2014 of the European 
Parliament and the topic: Multi-C-2020 for information and promotion 
of fresh fruits in third countries (Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia and 
South Korea).
The action concerns a basket of fresh fruits, specifically: kiwi, cherry, 
sour cherry, blueberries, apples, plums, peach, apricot and grapes.
The consortium is consisted by:
Agios Loukas Agricultural Cooperation Rachi Pieria & O.P. from 
Greece – Coordinator
Agrotikos Sinetairismos Sparagoparagogon Nestou from Greece – 
Partner
Asociatia Organizatia Interprofesionala Nationala PRODCOM Legume 
Fructe from Romania – Partner

EU ORCHARDS OF TASTE

Booth No: 6601

Peach Kiwi

Apricot



Fabrotec (M) Sdn Bhd is a leading supplier in HORECA industry and 
has regional offices in Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia. We provide 
top quality reliable equipment and is a supplier with good supply of 
spare parts and after sales service. Visit our booth at FHM 2023 Hall 
3 # 3108 for more information. 

FABROTEC (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 3108

Ugolini MT
Slush Machine

Ugolini Minigel
Machine

Ugolini Quickgel
Machine
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Fusipim Sdn Bhd has been established for 35 years; is a ready-to-cook 
frozen fish-based seafood, culinary & sauce manufacturer. As a 
Malaysia’s leading Halal food manufacturing company, we are 
supplying more than 120 various type of frozen and ambient 
ready-to-cook/eat products including Fish ball, Cheese Fish Tofu, 
Wholemeal Pao, Chicken Fritter Flour, Breadcrumbs, Nacho Cheese 
Sauce and various of ready-to-eat sauces where they can be served in 
Hotpot, Oden, Deep Fry, BBQ, Stir Fry, Party and many other more 
cuisines.

FUSIPIM SDN BHD

Booth No: 6011

Fusipim Crystal
Fish Ball (Tobiko)

500g

RichMama
Fish Noodles

250g

PakLong
Breadcrumbs

180g

Gaban, a company certificated with FSSC, HACCP, Halal, Kosher & etc, 
had been professionally serving the market with sterilized herbs and 
spices for decades. With the state of art technology equipped, we can 
offer you the total solution for herbs and spices application, with the 
guaranteed that our product is free from GMO, irradiation, illegal 
coloring, and Pesticide residue at the permissible level.   

GABAN SPICE MANUFACTURING (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 6037

Steam Sterilized
Black Pepper 

Black Pepper Ground -
Aluminum Packing 

Various kind of Spices



Indulge in the finest handcrafted gelato made with passion at 
Gelatomio Wholesale Sdn Bhd. Our extensive range of flavours 
includes 74 milk-based gelato and 26 sorbetto options, all certified 
Halal by JAKIM based on National Standards MS1500. We prioritize 
food safety and have obtained HACCP, GMP certification, 
ISO22000:2018, and VHM certification. With over 20 years of 
gelato-making expertise, we ensure an exceptional taste experience 
using locally sourced and the finest imported ingredients. The 
continued long-term support of renowned five-star hotels, 
restaurants, and cafes is a testament to our product quality and 
service. Contact us at +603-77336377 for more details.

GELATOMIO WHOLESALE SDN BHD

Booth No: 5810

5 Liter Tub

100ml Cup

2 Liter Tub
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GFB Food Sdn Bhd is a leading food manufacturer specializing in 
producing high-quality, Halal, and trendy beverage premix. GFB Food 
has established itself as a trusted name in the HORECA & 
Foodservice industry with a strong commitment to product quality 
and customer satisfaction. We exported to Southeast Asia, the 
Middle East, and North America for the past 3 years. We look forward 
to serving you and becoming your trusted partner in the food industry.

GFB FOOD SDN BHD

Booth No: 1807

MIX-LAH
Iceblended &

Milkshake
Frappe powder

MIX-LAH
Instant 

ced Tea powder

MIX-LAH
Toppinp & Jelly

Heng's was established in year 1930. We started with producing 
Malacca's famous 'Teochew Satay Sauce' gravy and our specialty of 
'Flounder Fish Powder','Crispy Prawn Chili Sauce' and 'Crispy Fish Chili 
Sauce'. Our products have been certified HALAL and we are a HACCP 
certified company for "Production of Sauces, Pastes and Dried 
Seasoning Powder".

GHS FOOD INDUSTRIES SDN BHD

Booth No: 2006

Heng’s
Cripsy Chilli

Heng’s
Malacca Nyonya

Classic Sauce

Fried Onion



Global Coffee Resources (GCR) is one of the leading beverage 
solutions provider catering for the food service industry such as QSR, 
hotels, convention centres, corporate offices, caterers, cafes, 
restaurants, bars and more. Our team continuously grow from Shah 
Alam to 15 resellers across East and West Malaysia. With 50 talented 
professionals, we are eager and ready to assist and support our 
customers. 

GLOBAL COFFEE RESOURCES

Booth No: 2009

Degayo Coffee

Melitta Professional

Davinci Gourmet
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GLOBAL PACIFIC VICTORY (M) SDN BHD is a fine food distributor 
established in August 1999. We specialize in importing a range of fine 
food from Australia and Europe, with extensive experience in 
new-product sourcing and channel distribution, we are able to cater to 
our customer's needs in the F&B industry. We strive to ensure that we 
provide the highest quality of our food, at competitive prices to all our 
customers.

GLOBAL PACIFIC VICTORY (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 1601

Dry Ager Olitalia

Granoro

Global–Tek Machinery Pte Ltd have been manufacturing and selling 
dish washers since 2005 and we are serving more then 13 other 
Countries and China (Shanghai) where our factory is located.
Besides, our products are sold to North America and Europe where 
we had attained the ISO, HACCP, and CE certificates.
We also have office located in Malaysia (Puchong) & Indonesia 
(Tangerang Selatan) to serve our local partner better.
For further information please log in to our official Website 
www.global-tek.sg

GLOBAL TEK MACHINERY SDN BHD

Booth No: 5109

Technical Data GT-FTC 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Characteristics 
 

Mechanical control Minimize down time & parts cost 
Auto conveyor stop Safe when conveyor jam 
HACCP certified machine Ensure hygiene standard 
High efficient performance Higher productivity 

Auto fill 

Auto door sensor 

Built-in booster heater 

Auto energy saving system 

Booster tank capacity 

Wash tank capacity 

Conveyor motor 

Loading height 

Loading width 

Booster heater 

Wash motor 

Rinse consumption 

Conveyor speed 

Machine weight 

Wash tank heater 

Heating mode 

Power supply 

Dimension 

Electrical loading 

Machine capacity 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

21 ltr 

92 ltr 

0.55 kW 

450 mm 

610 mm 

4 x 9 kW 

2 or 3 HP 

240 – 450 ltr / hr 

2.0 – 4.5 m / min 

Minimum 550 kg 

9 kW or 2 x 9 kW (W/heat recovery) 

Electrical or steam 

415 V / 50 Hz / 3 Phase 

ACCORDING TO CONFIGURATION 

Min 40 kW / 56 A / 3 Phase (alternative heating) 

240 - 540 racks, 6,400 – 14,460 pcs 6” plates / hr 

Length Height Dryer Heater Motor 
 

3 HP ABB powerful wash motor Superior washing results Optional dryer 800 mm 2252 mm 9 or 13.5 kW 1 or 1.5 HP 

FLIGHT & CRATE WASHER GT-FTC All stainless steel wash tank components Durable & reliable 
Optional single or double layer body structure Meet various budgets requir 

Optional double rinse 
ements 

480 mm 1437 mm ------- 0.35 HP 

GLOBAL TEK GT-D1M-TC RB GLOBAL TEK GT-CR1-BUV

GLOBAL TEK GT-FTC



Golden Choice Marketing Sdn Bhd was founded in 2001. We are the 
leading supplier and distributor in Malaysia for the food & beverages 
sector. Our excellent range of products and helpful approach has 
earned the trust of our clients over the years.
With 22 years of experience in this industry, Golden Choice has 
provided consultation to numerous SME clients on various aspects of 
their business, from product research and development to 
operations. We are committed to providing absolute service and 
support to our clients.

GOLDEN CHOICE MARKETING SDN BHD

Booth No: 1030

BrevA
Jasmine Green Tea 

Bingsu Snow
Maker Machine

Coconut Drink
Base
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The Largest Mattress Manufacturer in Malaysia.
For over 30 years, Goodnite International has undergone tremendous 
evolution and achieved significant milestones in the bedding 
solutions industry from a single trading outlet to multiple factories 
across Malaysia. 
We have been inventing bedding technologies and manufacturing 
some of the finest quality bedding products.
As your trusted sleeping partner, we diversified our business from 
Bedding to Furnitures -Aim to provide ONE STOP Solution for our 
customers locally and internationally. 

GOODNITE INTERNATIONAL SDN BHD 

Booth No: 9B801

Hotel Mattress & Divan Bedding Linen & Accessories 

Loose Furniture

Goodwill Everest, we are committed to providing comprehensive and 
top-notch F&B disposable packaging solutions in Malaysia. Our 
unwavering dedication to constant performance makes us proud and 
ensures the satisfaction of our customers. We take great pride in 
offering cutting-edge, environmentally friendly disposable packaging 
options that meet the highest standards. With a vast customer base 
of over 3000 satisfied clients, we have established ourselves as one 
of the industry's largest and most reliable one-stop suppliers. Our 
extensive range of more than 1500 SKU demonstrates our 
commitment to meeting diverse packaging needs and providing a 
wide variety of options to our customer.

GOODWILL EVEREST SDN BHD

Booth No: 2611

Aqueous Coating
Paper Cup and

Lids

G-PAC PP
Plastic Cup

Wine



Green House is a leading bakery ingredient supplier in Malaysia that 
offers an extensive range of innovative and high-quality products. We 
are the only flavour manufacturer recognised and certified by SME 
CORP as a 4-star achiever and Malaysia brand holder. We dedicate to 
providing BARESCA (Bakery, Restaurant, Cafe) with exceptional 
ingredients that enhance the taste and presentation of their baked 
goods.

GREEN HOUSE INGREDIENT SDN BHD

Booth No: 1506

Pandan Coconut
Emulco

Gula Melaka
Emulco 

Pistachio
Emulco 
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Founded in 2005, Green Master has established a proud reputation 
manufacturing to the needs of airline caterers, hotels, fast food and 
restaurant chains, as well as retailers in terms of sauce, paste, jams & 
margarine, fried condiments, retort and frozen foods, and fresh and 
processed vegetables.

GREEN MASTER GLOBAL FINE FOOD SDN BHD

Booth No: 1802

FRIED 
CONDIMENTS

FRIED 
CONDIMENTS

Crispy & CrunchyCrispy & Crunchy

MS 1500
1 006-12/2007 www.greenmaster.ccwww.greenmaster.ccMS 1500

1 006-12/2007

www.greenmaster.ccMS 1500
1 006-12/2007

Sauce & Paste Jam & Margarine Fried Condiments

Ultimeat Group is a premier supplier of diverse frozen food products 
tailored for the foodservice industry. Our renowned brands, Ultimeat 
and Vegeworld, are designed to meet the specific needs of different 
customer preference. Vegeworld specializes in crafting authentic 
Asian flavors, while Ultimeat takes pride in its focus on delectable 
Western cuisine. Our culinary experts craft innovative recipes using 
top-quality ingredients, prioritizing taste, nutrition, and sustainability. 
Join us as we redefine the frozen food landscape, bringing culinary 
excellence to your foodservice establishment.

GREEN SELECT MARKETING SDN BHD
(PROUD MEMBER OF ULTIMEAT GROUP)

Booth No: 1011

Ultimeat Plant
Based Chicken

Style Burger
Patty 280g &

420g

Ultimeat Plant
Based Chicken
Style Nugget
340g & 1kg 

Vegeworld Roasted
Chicken 250g & 1kg



Southern Machineries Sdn Bhd is a food processing machinery 
supplier company.
Our office is located in Puchong, Selangor, Malaysia. We offer high 
quality kitchen products such as separator filter, food process 
machine, and also food industrial machine.
Southern's main goal is to deliver the absolute quality through 
stringent quality control to valued customer as well as to provide 
prompt customer service.
We promise the quality of our products, the best price, the best 
choice, enthusiasm, product knowledge and understanding specific 
needs of our customers. 
Southern Machineries was backed by professional technician team 
who provide high efficiency spare parts maintenances as

SOUTHERN MACHINERIES SDN BHD

Booth No: 5201

GY-450SSA DICR Classic 96 Commercial Meat
Slicer Machine

Comfort 21
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Wagyu Beef Wholesale - your trusted partner in the wholesale meat 
industry! We take great pride in providing the finest quality A5 Halal 
Wagyu beef sourced from top-notch suppliers. As a wholesaler, you 
can rest assured that our beef meets the highest industry standards, 
and is handled with the utmost care to ensure its quality is never 
compromised. 
Our extensive distribution network spans across Malaysia, ensuring 
that your orders are always delivered on time, and in the freshest 
condition. Partner with us and experience a hassle-free and reliable 
beef supply chain - we're committed to your success!

GVL LINK SDN BHD

Booth No: 7409

MIYAZAKI KOBE

OZAKI

GWP Packaging Malaysia is a recognized leader in the field of 
packaging machinery. We specialize in the sales, service, and support 
of industrial-grade packaging machinery, offering custom solutions to 
meet the unique needs of our clients. With our extensive expertise 
and deep understanding of the packaging machinery industry, we 
possess the knowledge and skills necessary to effectively resolve 
your challenges. Our dedicated team of skilled technicians and 
in-house spare part department ensures reliable service and readily 
available parts. As a trusted partner, we offer comprehensive support 
and turn-key packaging solutions that seamlessly align with your 
industrial requirements.

GWP PACKAGING MALAYSIA

Booth No: 5309

Continuous
Sealing Machine

Vacuum Packaging
Machine

Premium
Aluminum Tray



HKH group was established in 1994 in Malaysia. We have completed 
the supply chain from upstream aquaculture activities to downstream 
products such as frozen raw seafood and seafood value-added 
products. We supply, wholesale, and distributed nationwide and 
export overseas. We provide varieties of seafood: Vannamei shrimps, 
Soft Shell Crab, and other wild watch seafood. We are also 
manufacturing value-added seafood products of brands "NIkudo", 
"Yoki" and "Zana". Key products such as prawn paste, cuttlefish paste, 
tempura prawn, prawn dumpling and fish ball.
Our group has obtained HACCP, HALAL, MESTI, GMP, And GAP (Good 
Aquaculture Practice Certificate)

HAI KEE HUNG SDN BHD (HAIKY BORNEO SDN BHD)

Booth No: 1311A

Nikudo Brand -
Prawn Paste

Nikudo Brand -
Tempura Prawn

Vannamei Prawn 
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HANWOO BOARD

Booth No: 1008 &
1107

Loin Tenderloin Bottom Round

It refers to a fund established and operated with Hanwoo farms as a 
major financial source to promote the development of the Hanwoo 
industry, including such objectives as enhancing the safety of 
Hanwoo and promoting consumption of Hanwoo based on the “Act 
on the Establishment and Operation on Hanwoo board for Livestock.” 
By encouraging Hanwoo consumption, we aim to enable the stable 
development of the Hanwoo industry and to uphold the rights and 
interests of Hanwoo farms and consumers.

Harmony Lotus Foods (M) Sdn Bhd is a noodle manufacturing 
company based in Malaysia that established since 2016. 
The noodles that are made from our facility coincides with the high 
standard of HACCP, ISO22000, GMP, Mesti, FDA and HALAL certified 
by JAKIM standards. 
With Japan’s latest machinery and high-quality raw materials, we're 
able to produce the finest grade of noodles that are healthy, 
nutritional, and tasty.
At the moment, we have produced over 70 of noodles varieties that 
include the flavours of Southeast Asian, Western, Japanese, Chinese.
For local markets, we supply to different industries including: Hotels, 
Restaurants, Supermarkets, Food

HARMONY LOTUS FOODS (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 1022

Mee Sua
(Red Brown Rice Flavor)

650g

Curry Laksa Ramen (2pax)

Tom Yum Ramen (2pax)



Our red palm oil manufacturing company is a reputable industry 
leader, dedicated to producing premium quality red palm oil. With a 
commitment to environmental responsibility, we work closely with 
local farmers and communities to ensure ethical practices in the palm 
oil production process. Our state-of-the-art facilities employ 
advanced extraction methods to retain the oil's rich color and nutrient 
content, particularly the beneficial antioxidants like beta-carotene. 
Our rigorous quality control measures guarantee a consistent and 
top-notch product that stands out in both flavor and health benefits. 
As a socially and environmentally conscious manufacturer, we 
prioritize the well-being of planet alike. 

HARVIST RED PALM OIL

Booth No: 2707

Harvist Premium
Red Palm Oil

Harvist Red
Palm Cooking Oil

Harvist Garlic
Infused Red

Palm Oil
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HC(THAILAND)CO.,LTD

Booth No: 6707

Coconut Milk Drink
with Nata De Coco

Basil Seed
Drink Boba Milk Tea

HC(THAIALND) CO., LTD is factory who provide beverage in glass 
bottles and aluminum can to the world with the best quality of 
product with trust certificate (HACCP, GMP, HALAL, USFDA) we can 
provide under customer brand (OEM) and we ready to develop any 
kinds of drink suitable for your market

HILTON SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

Booth No: 9B005

Hilton Supply Management

Hilton Supply Management is the world’s leading hospitality 
procurement, logistic and end-to-end supply chain provider. We 
leverage our size and scope to drive massive economies of scale, 
forging partnerships with best-in-class suppliers and negotiating 
industry-leading pricing on service contracts, products, and supply 
chain solutions. We are simplifying procurement for over 12,000 
properties across 140 countries with a total purchasing power of 16 
billion dollars. Speak to us to find out more how we can help you. 



HONEYBEE'S PRODUCTS

Booth No: 6009

Kelulut Wild
Raw Honey

Eco Bee Shop SDN BHD (formerly known as The Bee Shop) 
established since 2002 by Founder Cathie Tan. In 2023, Eco Bee Shop 
SDN BHD change the company name to Eco Bee Biotech SDN BHD. 
The Bee Shop as the most supported brand by thousands of local and 
oversea honeybee's fans, provides 'Only Pure & Original or 100% 
Money Back Guaranteed' premium quality honeybee products such 
as Raw Honey, Royal Jelly, Bee Pollen, propolis. We are the first bee 
farmers that practice Mobile Bee Farming in Malaysia, we have more 
than 2000 native beehives to produce original quality bee products.

[PRO300]
Malaysia Kelulut
Golden Propolis

Extraction

Bee Cap
Honey Drink

280ml
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HOYA

Booth No: 7805

Hoya Vegan
Jerky

Hoya Vegan
Jerky

Hoya Vegan
Frozen

HOYA is a leading manufacturer of plant-based protein and we create 
all kinds, all different of plant-based solutions for customers. Please 
refers to the attached catalog for our current product series. Our 
product ranges include TVP(Texture Vegetable Protein), Vegan 
Snacks(Vegan Jerky) and Frozen Range. HOYA Vegan Jerky is one of 
our best-selling series around the world.

HUNDRED MACHINERY ENTERPRISE CO. LTD

Booth No: 5812

HM-588 Automatic
Multi Function

Encrusting Machine

HM-777 Automatic
Multi Purpos

Forming Machine

HM-868 Multi
Function Bun

Processing Machine

Established in 1996, Hundred Machinery Co., Ltd. has been the 
professional automatic encrusting machine manufacturer in Taiwan. 
With techniques derived from Rheon, the pioneer of encrusting 
machine brand, we have mastered the skill of overhauling Rheon 
machines and food machinery development. Since then, we had been 
importing used machine of Rheon and of Korbird from Japan, 
renovating them to 80% new for sell. Moreover, we provide warranty 
and components for in-time after-sale services and reconditioned 
machine repair. Clients who purchased reconditioned machine would 
receive aforementioned services as well within budget.
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ICONSNACK COMPANY LIMITED

Booth No: 6703

Banana Max Banana Max Laithai

Iconsnack is a fruit snack company and founded in late 2016. Our 
exceptional product has been exporting worldwide. We are located in 
Bangkok, Thailand and small town of Sukhothai where fruit has been 
cultivated with quality ingredient combined. At Iconsnack, we provide 
the highest quality product, which begins by using the highest quality 
ingredients. What makes us differentiate, is the unique of flavor and 
customization of shape that meet our customer’s need. 

IMAX

Booth No: 5110

IMAX Premium
Display Series

IMAX Stainless Steel
Undercounter Series

IMAX Stainless Steel
Upright Series

With a strong ethical code of work alongside an uncompromising 
quality in the craft, Imax Refrigerator Malaysia has an unyielding 
business record that spans over 30 years. We offer an array of 
refrigeration products to cater to all types of cooling requirements. 
Products include Chillers, Refrigerators, Freezers, Cold Rooms, 
Showcases, Stainless Steel Kitchen Equipment, etc

IMEC HYGIENE SDN BHD

Booth No: 3101,
3105

iMEC GS Ecobot
50 Pro

Scrubber

iMEC GMT
Two Wheel

Mobile Dustbin /
Rubbish Bin

iMEC 3T6B
Food Waste &

Dish Collection Trolley

iMEC Hygiene Sdn Bhd (also known as iMEC) is Malaysia's leading 
hygiene solution provider since 1992 which specializes in offering 
complete hygiene solution for commercial and industrial sectors. We 
supply a comprehensive range of hygiene products to fit different 
cleaning needs in the market. As a manufacturer, we believe in quality 
and innovative products shape our lives to improve our standard of 
living. iMEC offers the best hygiene solution to suit various significant 
industries including Food & Beverage, Hospitality, Healthcare, 
Banking, Retail, Manufacturing, and Government agencies. iMEC 
strives for continuous innovation and product improvement to create 
new market trends. 



INNOVATIVE SHIELD SDN BHD

Booth No: 5808

Roll Form Innopak

We are capable of providing a wide range of services which includes 
the very initial stage of designing suitable packaging products 
intended for customers specific applications, to come up with a 
proper Art-work for printing purposes plus other sequences like Color 
Matching right up to production and supply of customers required 
packaging products.
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ITP FOODS SDN BHD

Booth No: 2023

Chilli Sauce Penang Assam Laksa
Instant Paste

Thai Steam Paste

ITP Foods is a renowned manufacturing arm of ITP (International 
Trading Profile) specializing in manufacturing of food products and 
sauces. With a strong tradition of excellence and backed by adynamic 
range of technology, human expertise and quality control systems, 
the name ITP Foods is commonly associated with premium quality 
food products that consistently meet and exceed customer 
expectations. ITP Foods supplies house brand products such as 
Penang Paste Series, ASEAN Paste Series, Squeeze Dipping Sauce 
Series to both local and global market. On top of that, we provide OEM 
and private labelling services for food service industry such as 
convenience. 

 JAPAN EXTERNAL TRADE ORGANIZATION (JETRO)

Booth No: 7301

JETRO is a government-related organization that works to promote 
mutual trade and investment between Japan and the rest of the 
world. We will showcase a variety of Japanese F&B products which 
are sought-after in the Malaysia food market. Please visit us if you 
would like to source for Japanese F&B products.



KADOR SDN BHD

Booth No: 1010

Tak Spaghetti Burcu
Tomato Paste

Inci
Sunflower Oil

We are a food importing company that specialize in wholesale and 
distribution of various products such as Grante Fruit Juices, Inci 
Sunflower Oil, Pasta, Tomato Paste, Olive Oil, Pickles, etc. 

KANIKA MALAYSIA

Booth No: 2301

Kanika Fresh
Udon

Kanika Sesame
Salad Dressing

Kanika Smoked
Salmon Salad

Kanika is one of the most significant Malaysian frozen food leaders 
with a product portfolio ranging from premium seafood, Japanese 
food, surimi & value-added, western & frozen pastry rooting from HSH 
Frozen Foods Sdn Bhd since 1991 and Kanika was born in 1996. Our 
leading brands- Kanika and Jitramas- make hundreds of enjoyable 
foods and beverages that are loved by the Malaysian market and still 
expanding.  At Kanika, you get the best of both worlds: a business that 
caters for both consumers and wholesale.
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KARCHER CLEANING SYSTEMS SDN BHD

Booth No: 9B008

BRC 40/22 C Puzzi 10/1 CV 38/2 ADV

The first impression counts. This is especially true in the hotel and 
restaurant business. Cleanliness is the first impression guests have 
of a hotel or restaurant. Sustainable hygiene management is now 
standard practice in hotels and restaurants. It improves the well-being 
of guests and reflects the self-image of the business. Kärcher is the 
world’s leading manufacturer of cleaning equipment with precision in 
technology to offer powerful and reliable cleaning products for the 
hotel and restaurant business, Kärcher always has the right cleaning 
system.



KIAN KEE OCEAN TRADING SDN BHD / SUGIYO CO.,LTD

Booth No: 7004

Tamagoyaki
(Japanese

Rolled Omelet)

Chuka Kurage
(Seasoned

Prepared Jellyfish)

Sugiyo Dandan
Kani Yanagi

(Japan)

Kian Kee Ocean Trading Sdn Bhd is a Halal Japanese food 
manufacturing company based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
We also specialize in importing, supplying and exporting Halal 
Japanese food products ranging from sauces, seasonings, dry, fresh, 
frozen, seafood and processed (ready-to-eat) food. 
Being in the industry for 15 years, Kian Kee Ocean has established its 
own production line that manufactures mainly Tamagoyaki 
(Japanese rolled omelette) and many other authentic Halal Japanese 
ingredients.
In FHM 2023, Kian Kee Ocean will also be collaborating with a 100 
year-old historical Japanese company, Sugiyo Co.,Ltd to display their 
processed crabstick and surimi products.

KIM SHING MACHINERY SDN BHD 

Booth No: 5601

KSM Vacuum
Pack DC-800

Nowicki Industrial
Bowl Cutter

KN-330

Formax® F-400

Kim Shing Machinery Sdn Bhd is a leading supplier of food and 
beverage processing machinery in Malaysia. With over 40 years of 
experience, they are well-known for their expertise in the meat and 
poultry processing industry. Kim Shing Machinery cooperates with 
reputable manufacturers around the globe to provide one-stop 
solutions for their customers. They are committed to providing 
efficient and professional service, and their experienced technicians 
are well-trained to deliver fast response. Kim Shing Machinery is 
Malaysia's leading supplier of food and beverage processing 
machinery, and they serve a wide range of customers from local to 
global.
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KITCHEN ARENA

Booth No: 4801

Commercial
Refrigerator

Cooking
Equipment

Stainless Steel
Fabrication

Kitchen Arena is recognized as the leading supplier of commercial 
kitchen equipment in the Malaysia, supplying professional kitchen 
equipment to restaurants, chain stores, cafes and more. With over 
5,000 commercial kitchen equipment products available online, we're 
sure you'll be able to find what you need. We offer the best quality and 
largest range of commercial equipment from the biggest brands in 
hospitality. 



KOMATSU OIL FILTERS MALAYSIA SDN BHD

Booth No: 5811

INT-3R Cooing Oil
Filter Machine

MG1000 Type
Cooking Oil Filter

Machine

AV
Down Powder

Komatsu Seisakusho Co., Ltd Group is a specialist in cooking oil's 
filtration technology. Our aim is to support customer to optimize their 
cooking oil usage so that our customers can produce consistently 
delicious and crispy fried food with optimum cost and reduce hassles 
of managing used oil. We have wide range of cooking oil filter 
machines to cater your need from restaurant until factory usage. If 
you have trouble managing cooking oil, leave to Komatsu!

KOYO CORPORATE (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 4111

Koyo Ice
Maker Machine

Koyo Flake
Ice Machine

Koyo Dish
Washer Machine

Koyo Corporate (M) Sdn Bhd was founded in year 2013, we are now a 
leading provider of numerous makes of Commercial Ice Making 
Machines, Dishwasher, Food and Beverage, Kitchenware Equipments 
for a wide range of companies in many industries throughout 
Malaysia, business coverage including South East Asia and other 
oversea countries. Our major goal and mission is to help customers 
by providing energy saving, sustainable, environmental friendly food 
and beverage, leading machineries and products, responsive 
supports, and first place after sales service in order to provide a better 
future of living, society and humanity. 
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KUALA LUMPUR FRIED CHICKEN (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD

Booth No: 2607

Marinated
Chicken Chop

Breaded Chicken
Drummets

Central Kitchen On The Move!
Kuala Lumpur Fried Chicken (M) Sdn. Bhd. (KLFC) humble beginning 
started in year 1989 as a central kitchen company. Our principle is to 
help businesses and individuals to achieve time saving and hassle 
free.

Crispy Popcorn
Chicken



KYOWA (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 5311

Rhima Kyowa

We are a food advising and consulting team, providing various 
solutions to improvement of food quality and decrease of cost and 
manpower through food equipment. We supply machinery for bakery 
and ready meals and other food equipment from Japan and Taiwan, 
and other countries. Besides machinery, we also help organize the 
plant layout and provide after service.

IKC - IH
Auto Fryer

LASYPAK SDN BHD

Booth No: 2311

B-217 YF-750

LASYPAK SDN BHD range of packaging solutions will showcase your 
products, Grow your brand and support your business.

F-802
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LEE'S

Booth No: 1201

GUD Non-Dairy
Whipping Cream

1L

GUD Tomato
Paste 2.2KG

Lee’s Frozen Food, a leading player in the food distribution industry 
since 1962. Now Lee’s are one of the largest food importer and 
distributor in the region with operations in Malaysia, Vietnam and 
Cambodia.
With over 600 product lines, you can be sure we’ve got everything 
covered. Our experience with such a comprehensive range of 
products and industries ensures that we will know and understand 
your business and be best placed to offer advice and guidance should 
you required it.
After all, that is our business and that is our world. We welcome and 
invite you to explore it.

GUD Poland UHT
Whole Milk

1L



LIAN HOE TEA & COFFEE (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 6006

Antler®
Black Coffee O

with Microground Coffee

Antler®
Honey Lemon

Tea

Lian Hoe Tea & Coffee is a coffee roaster and tea supplier since 1953, 
involving in the manufacturing & wholesale business of coffee and 
tea. We are one of the leaders for OEM coffee and tea in Malaysia. Our 
vision is to restore the authenticity of Southeast-Asian tea and coffee, 
and bring quality products to our customers across the globe.
We are awarded MeSTI certification scheme, accredited by the 
Ministry of Health of Malaysia. We are also certified Halal by JAKIM.

Antler®
White Coffee with

Arabic Gum

LIM YEW MARKETING SDN BHD

Booth No: 5608

Open Show Case &
Counter

Island Freezer

Zun Utara Industry Sdn Bhd was incorporated in 1967 and is one of 
the pioneers in chest freezer manufacturing industry in Malaysia.
The Factory is located at the Industry Zone in jitra, Kedah, Malaysia 
with the overall land area of 2.5 hectares. "SNOW" had been our 
product name since 1967 and the product is still leading the market. 
The freezer product is distributed throughout Malaysia market, having 
over years of manufacturing experience coupled with latest 
technologies and machineries, the name and the product are renown 
and being highly acclaimed by both the customers and end-users.

Blast Freezer
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Linaco Ingredients Sdn Bhd was incorporated in 1997 (formerly 
known as FKFF (M) Sdn Bhd). Our core business is providing food 
ingredients solution to the food, beverage & nutraceutical industries. 
Main line of ingredients include: - Coconut Cream Powder, Low and 
High Fat Desiccated Coconut, Coconut Milk, Caramelised Sugar, 
Flavour, Vegetables Powder, Fruits Powder, Botanical Extract, and 
other Natural Ingredients.
Explore more range of kitchen ingredients and products by Linaco at 
www.linaco.com.my

LINACO INGREDIENTS SDN BHD

Booth No: 1502

Rasaku Nasi
Lemak Premix

Claypot Ipoh
Salted Baked Chicken

Cowa Coconut
Water
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We are a team of experienced, passionate thought leaders creating 
and scaling regenerative brands. We put people at the heart of all we 
do, so that future generations have better choices through 
sustainable products.
Our purpose is to unlock regenerative opportunities by creating 
transparent, authentic brands, supported by a business model that 
respects and cares for people and the planet. 

LISTEN UP SDN BHD

Booth No: 1108

OatLife Oat
Milk Barista 

OatLife Cafe Oat
White Coffee

OatLife Gold Double
Oats with Chia Seeds

A must-have in every Asian household, Yuen Chun sauces is a perfect 
seasoning for Asian cooking of all types and as a dipping sauce for 
simply cooked meat and seafood. Yuen Chun soy sauces are 
naturally brewed and have a delicate soybean flavour and rich aroma.
Our factory, Linaco Specialty Industries Sdn Bhd is certified BRC, 
HACCP, Sedex, Vegan, USDA Organic, EU Organic, Jakim Halal and 
Gluten-Free. We have a professional R&D team that can help to 
formulate your ideal soy sauce according to your requirements too.
Find out more about us on FB & Instagram @YuenChun1910 or visit 
www.yuenchun.com

LINACO SPECIALTY INDUSTRIES SDN BHD

Booth No: 1504

Vegan Gluten-free
Superior Light

Soy Sauce

Organic Light
Soy Sauce

Vegan Sweet &
Sour Sauce

Incorporated in 1982, we specialize in manufacturing and distribution 
of quality sauces, mayonnaise, salad dressings and breadcrumbs.

LONGSON FOOD PRODUCTS SDN BHD

Booth No: 1501

Horeca Chilli
Sauce

Mayo Sandwic Thousand Island
Sauce



Lutosa manufactures and markets a wide range of frozen French fries 
and specialities (Pom’ Pin, Duchesse, Spicy Wedges, Röstis, Mashed 
Potatoes) as well as an organic range. It also manufactures pre-fried 
chilled chips and dehydrated potato flakes. These products are sold 
to food service networks, via wholesalers, to large and mid-sized 
distribution retailers, and to industrial food companies.

LUTOSA SA

Booth No: 7012

Thin Cut Fries
7/7 MM -

Finest Selection

Coated Classic 
Cut Fries 10/10 MM -

Finest Selction
X-tracrispy

Potato
Crunchies

'LYU YUAN PASTURE Co.,'’ was founded in 1999.
To create freshly made juice without preservative, consumers can 
drink the freshest and best juices during meals.

LYU YUAN PASTURE CO., LTD.

Booth No: 7804

Guava Kiwi
Juice

Atemoya Pomelo Juice
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Lucky Frozen is the Leading foodservice Importer and Supplier for 
Malaysia. Strategically partnering with global Foodservice brands, we 
offer our customers an extensive range of quality products ranging 
from Halal Meats, Dairy, Vegatables, Sauces and Beverages. Our 
mission is to always deliver the best products and food solutions to 
our customers and be a positive force of food innovation and service 
to reflect in Malaysia's culinary landscape.

LUCKY FROZEN

Booth No: 1025 &
1701

Bega Cream
Cheese

Gourmet Chef Floridia Pecorino
Hard Cheese



Mah Sing Plastics Industries Sdn. Bhd. was incorporated in Malaysia 
on 15th October 1979 and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Mah Sing 
Group Bhd., a company listed on the Main Board of Bursa Malaysia. 
Since its incorporation, Mah Sing Plastics Industries Sdn. Bhd. has 
become one of the largest high-tech plastic products (pallet, 
container, furniture, helmet) manufacturer in Malaysia. We supply a 
wide range of plastic products and services to local and international 
businesses. We are ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certified.

MAH SING PLASTICS INDUSTRIES SDN. BHD.

Booth No: 4003

Plastic Pallet Plastic Box Plastic Furniture

Malex Paper Products was first established back in 1976. Started in 
the manufacture of disposable paper packaging & serving every 
requirement to customers as a reliable service provider by ensure the 
customers enjoy the best value for quality products from start to 
finish. It is the mission to build partnerships throughout the client 
base and not just great products that deliver innovative packaging 
solutions to our customers. 

MALEX PAPER PRODUCTS SDN BHD

Booth No: 6020

Food Container

Shallow Bucket

Paper Cups
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MAMEE Food Service is a division under MAMEE-Double Decker 
Distribution (M) Sdn. Bhd., aim to be the leading local culinary expert 
in the Food Service industry servicing hotels, restaurants, cafes, 
manufacturing, caterers and many more. 
We also have in-house R&D and Chef to facilitate development based 
on trends, sensory checks and nutritional requirements. 

MAMEE FOOD SERVICE 

Booth No: 1411

DAEBAK
Tteokbokki Sauce

1kg

MAMEE
Chef Chicken

Stock 1kg

DAEBAK
Ghost Pepper

16g



The Marubishi Group, founded in the year 1951 has been serving as 
the parent company to several companies spanning over East and 
Southeast Asia. The Marubishi Group HQ, based in Kumamoto 
(Japan) with branches all over Japan, is one of the oldest names in 
the food industry in Japan.
Marubishi Ingredients & Equipments (M) is consistently making 
efforts to provide superior quality of raw materials that are constantly 
being upgraded with current needs and market trends. Moreover, in 
order to compete in the Malaysian market while maintaining 
Japanese standards, a strict price control is put in place which is only 

MARUBISHI INGREDIENTS&EQUIPMENTS(M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 5209

Pan Syokunin -
High Protein Flour

Martini Gelato -
Diamante Pistachio

Green

Iceteam 1927 -
Compacta Vario

We select and handpicked the finest in quality of Organic, Natural & 
Vegan/Vegetarian and Gluten-free products to be distributed to all 
retail markets and food services in Malaysia.
Our domestic clients including both modern trades and general 
trades such as premium grocery stores, organic retail chain stores, 
convenience stores, independent organic shops, major pharmacies 
and fruits chain stores, our major partners includes Ben’s 
Independence Grocer, Village Grocer, Jaya Grocer and AEON which 
covers more than 2000 doors.We at MatahariOrganic are currently 
distributing the above products to Asia Pacific which covers 
Singapore, Brunei, Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, Taiwan, Hong Kong. 

MATAHARI SDN BHD

Booth No: 6002

Supreme
Herbal Soup

Organic Noodles Toddler Udon

Since 1987, Mascorn – Marine Gold Marketing Sdn Bhd is a company 
specialist in Hybrid F1 super sweet corn farming and production of 
quick-frozen vegetables, fresh vegetables and fruits processing. For 
over 20 years experiences in sweet corn farming and benefit from the 
natural resources, Mascorn – Marine Gold Marketing Sdn Bhd growth 
for a wide range of Hybrid F1 subtropical and tropical growing sweet 
corns supplying throughout the year. Our branding Mascorn carried 
extra measures are taken to ensure only freshest and the best seeds 
is used.

MARINE GOLD MARKETING SDN BHD 

Booth No: 1311B

Mascorn Super
Sweet Corn

On Cobs -BBQ 2"

Mascorn Fresh
Peel Whole Kernel
Super Sweet Corn 

Mascorn Fresh
Cut Kernel

Super Sweet Corn
Large 1kg
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We are well established company located in Subang Jaya,. We are 
primarily engaging in distribution, imports and exports of FMCG 
products. Our products are sourced locally as well as internationally 
which are from Malaysia, Korea, Japan, and Indonesia.

MAXIM CODE SDN BHD

Booth No: 1302

Tenmen
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MLA is a service provider to the red meat industry, delivering 
world-class research, development and marketing outcomes that 
benefit the Australian red meat and livestock industry. Exhibiting with 
MLA are Australian beef and sheepmeat exporters: Beaufort River 
Meats, Cedar Meats, Midfield Commodities, Midfield Meat 
International and Stella Foods Australia.

MEAT & LIVESTOCK AUSTRALIA

Booth No: 1401

Australian 
Beef

Australian
Lamb

Meat &
Livestock
Australia

As an innovative noodles and pastries manufacturing company, we 
pride ourselves on producing high-quality products that not only meet 
our own specifications but also cater to our clients' requirements. 
Committed to using only the finest ingredients and time-honored 
techniques, our fresh noodles boast an exquisite texture and 
unparalleled taste. We consider ourselves a symbol of quality and 
authenticity, and our dedication to delivering exceptional culinary 
delights has earned us a reputation that we are truly proud of. Trust in 
our expertise and savor the delectable experience of our premium 
noodles and pastries.

MEGAH MEE SDN BHD

Booth No: 1809

Megah Fresh
Japanese Ramen

Megah Fresh
Japanese Udon

Megah Mee
Fried Noodle Series



MII FOODSERVICE SDN BHD

Booth No: 5507

HALLDE RG-100 FRYLOW SAMMIC SU310

Mii FoodService is a Malaysia and Singapore based foodservice 
equipment distributor and advisory company established in 2015.
We specialise in supplying quality kitchen equipment and also 
providing tailor-made kitchen solutions from conceptualisation to 
design, project manage and implementation.Seeking the BEST fit and 
suitable kitchen solution is our ultimate goal.
We constantly commit to be creative and source new innovative 
products. In Mii Foodservice, the definition of a good kitchen is “Easy 
to Use, Safe, Budget and Hygienic".
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From ” MIYAZAKI PREFECTURE [JAPAN] ”, where there are many 
healthy and delicious foods.
We would like to introduce to Malaysian "Japanese food lovers" !!

MIYAZAKI PREFECTURE [JAPAN]

Booth No: 6041

DAIRY
Yoghuruppe

Premium Yuzu
Pepper KUROKI

Gluten-free
SPICY NOODLE

Modern Home Essential was established in 2015, it is a subsidiary of 
the Matsushita Greatwall Corp Pte Ltd group(MGC Group). It is the 
exclusive manufacturer and distributor of mattresses, sofas and 
customised lifestyle accessories for the international brands - 
Silentnight, Dorma & Stylemaster in Malaysia. We are equipped with 
dedicated in-house product development, creative, manufacturing 
and logistics teams to ensure that we curate only the finest products 
to you. Our mattresses and upholstered headboards and bases are 
handcrafted in Malaysia, coupled with stringent quality control, just 
before delivery.

MODERN HOME ESSENTIAL SDN.BHD.

Booth No: 9A024

Customised Sofa Bed Tee Pee
Tent Set

Hospitality
Elegance Mattress



Moi Foods Malaysia Sdn Bhd is part of the Mewah Group and we are 
the sales and marketing arm of Malaysia, Domestic Sales. We offer a 
wide variety of products which meet our customers’ high 
requirements. Our comprehensive range of products are 
exceptionally tailored to meet customers’ discerning expectation 
which include Fats, Oils, Premixes and Dairies.

MOI FOODS MALAYSIA SDN BHD

Booth No: 2711

Premixes DairiesOils & Fats
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Monzone is founded by Mr. Teoh Chaing Hoe, the Managing Director, 
in 1997. Our core business is in the manufacturing of the Transport 
Insulated container and dealer for the Thermo King Refrigeration 
System in Singapore, Malaysia, the Philippines and Vietnam. Through 
the decade with Mr. Teoh's Leadership, Monzone Group has 
expanded our team and plant facilities for the manufacturing of the 
insulated panels and body construction to serve the Southeast Asia 
Market. 

MONZONE AIR-CONDITIONING SDN BHD

Booth No: 4411

Monzone
Catalogue

Track Record
Product Picture 1

Track Record
Product Picture 2

We are the sole-agent in Malaysia for many popular brands such as
Thai Boy Tom Yum Paste, ChaTraMue Thai Tea, Hale's Blue boy syrup, 
Golden Mountain Seasoning Sauce, Mae Supen Thai Sweet Chili 
Sauce, Ampawa Coconut Milk, Squid Brand Fish Sauce, Chua Hah 
Seng Thai Chili Paste, GOGI Tempura Flour, Dek Som Boon Soy Sauce 
and Queen Bell Canned Fruits.
We distribute out to whole Malaysia from HORECA, wholesaler and 
also hyper market. 

M-SHROOMS SDN BHD

Booth No: 6027 -
6034

Thaiboy Brand
Instant Tomyam

Paste

Cha Tra Mue
Thai Red Tea

Ampawa Coconut
Milk



MULTIVAC SDN BHD

Booth No: 5023

Thermoforming
Machine

Tray Sealer Chamber
Machine

MULTIVAC is the worldwide leading provider of innovative packaging 
solutions for food products of all types, life science and healthcare 
products as well as industrial items. We process and package what is 
valuable. 
The MULTIVAC portfolio covers virtually all customer requirements in 
term of pack design, output and resources efficiency, and it includes 
vacuum packaging machines, tray sealers, thermoforming packaging 
machines, slicers for bacon/cold cuts, bakery equipment/dough 
sheeter, meat portioning equipment, labellers, quality control systems 
and automation solutions - right up to turnkey lines.
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Mun is the global platform for premium products across many 
markets. We come empowered with knowledge, expertise, and 
experience gained from developing some of the industry’s best and 
most forward-thinking products. With more than 20 years track 
record, Mun is a dependable source for high quality products and 
product education. Our reach across six continents is a testament to 
the trust and reliability of the Mun brand.

MUN GLOBAL

Booth No: 2810

GloveOn Coats GloveOn Protect GloveOn Avalon

For over a decade, our mission has been to bring better beers to 
Malaysia. We have grown to become Malaysia's largest craft beer 
importer and distributor, serving up the widest range of craft beers 
from brewers from around the world.

MYBEER (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 6012

Brewdog Young Master Heart Of Darkness



MyDapur is the leading spare parts supplier and service provider for 
food service establishments in Malaysia. Supporting more than 200 
brands, MyDapur manages spare part sourcing and also servicing 
contracts for many companies allowing their food outlets to stay 
cost-efficient, hygienic, safely and their operation at any given time. 
For spare part management and purchases, MyDapur launches 
another platform specific to cater commercial kitchen equipment 
components through MyKitchenPart. Clients can order spare part 
online 24 hours and 7 days. For further details, visit us at 
www.mydapur.com.my or contact us at 1300888633.

MYDAPUR SOLUTION SDN BHD

Booth No: 5101

Electrolux
GourmeXpress

High Speed Oven

Electrolux Skyline
Premium

S Combi & Sky Chill

Electrolux
Trinity Pro -

Vegetable Slicer,
Cutter Mixer 
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MyIce Food Solution Sdn Bhd company was established for 10years 
and we are mainly in manufacturing related to sugar products such 
as Fondant, Gum Paste, Vanilla Buttercream Mix, Florentine, Royal 
Icing Premix, Meringue Powder, Snow Dusting Sugar, Instant Custard 
other sugar deco items.
Our founder of MyIce Food Solution Sdn Bhd - Mr Eugene Wong who 
has in baking experience for almost 35 years and he’s very skillful and 
master in all kind of confectionery products.    
MyIce company is certified in HALAL, Mesti & GMP. 

MYICE FOOD SOLUTION SDN BHD

Booth No: 5016

MyIce Rolled
Fondant

MyIce Gum
Paste

MyIce Vanilla
Buttercream Mix

NANG ORI Sarawak Pepper, grown in Malaysia's lush rainforests, is a 
culinary treasure. Renowned for its bold flavor and robustness, it adds 
a unique balance of heat and complexity to dishes. With a distinct 
aroma and citrusy notes, it enhances cuisines worldwide. Beyond its 
taste, Sarawak Pepper offers antioxidants and health benefits. From 
farm to table, it promises an unforgettable culinary experience that 
tantalizes taste buds. 

NANG ORI

Booth No: 1105

Nang Ori Nang Ori
Ance Spot Gel

OEM



NARDI MANUFACTURING (M) SDN BHD

Booth No:  9B308

Designer Banquet
Chair

Buffet Station Carving Trolley

Established in 1999, we are more than two decades old and cater 
specifically to the hospitality industry. Currently based in Malaysia 
and proudly boasting an office space of 15,000 sq ft along with more 
than 200,000 sq ft of factory-floor space to cater customer's order. 
Over the years, we have handled an extremely niche market whereby 
we cater a global clientele of customers as well as agents with our 
specially crafted custom- made products.
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We create exceptional coffee experiences by continuously reinventing 
our coffee system, and the way coffee lovers can enjoy our coffee, 
transforming coffee culture on a global scale. Nespresso provides a 
full range of machines and coffees to meet the specific needs of the 
world’s most foremost hotels, restaurants and business customers. 
Our business solutions enable your company to offer the perfect cup 
of coffee to your employees, clients and guests, every time.

NESPRESSO PROFESSIONAL MALAYSIA

Booth No: 2601

Aguila 220 Momento Coffee 100

Momento Coffee and Milk 120

The NATURAL EUROPE program project is a multi programe under 
the 2019 Call for Proposals for the promotion of agricultural products 
according to Regulation (EU) 1144/2014. The program joins together 
2 proposing organizations from Greece (Delcof S.A.) and Cyprus 
(Panagrotikos Farmers Union). The promoted products are European 
processed agricultural products (Canned Peach (Greece) and Fruit 
Juices and Extra Virgin Olive Oil (Cyprus)). The promoted target area 
is South and South East Asia (Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, Malaysia 
and Philippines).

NATURAL EUROPE

Booth No: 6602

Canned Peaches Extra Virgin
Olive Oil

Fruit Juices
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We are established in since September 2004, Newvos Sdn Bhd 
ventured into the distribution of medical and lab equipment. In Jan 
2005, Newvos expands its business into the distribution of fun food 
equipment . Newvos Sdn Bhd secured the distribution right of 
C.Cretors and Company : manufacturer of concession machine; such 
as popcorn machine, warmer, cotton candy machine, Krispy kit, hot 
dog grill. In May 2005, Newvos Sdn Bhd moved forward with contract 
manufacturing of caramel mix and popping oil and distribution of 
imported popcorn seed

NEWVOS SDN BHD

Booth No: 4010

Small Concession
Poppers

Cretors President
Popper

Mach 5 Floor
Model Popper

We are a leading foodservice equipment company which provide 
multiple solutions together with uncompromised after-sales service.  
Together with design and built services, our leading brands are most 
preferred in the fast food, restaurants, HoReCa, airlines caterer, 
hospital and mores.

NKR CONTINENTAL (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 4601

B.PRO COOK
Mobile cooking stations COOK I-flex and COOK classic

Echtermann For
Professionals Joeni B.Pro

Catering Solution

Technical data sheet 

© by Gebr. Echtermann GmbH & Co.KG—Iserlohn 2019  1 
We reserve the right to incorporate technical changes into our products I  No liability  for errors and print errors 

Designation: Pre rinse spray unit COMFORT CLEAN 
Single-hole mixer tap 1/2“ 
High pressure, stainless steel 

  

Article number: 361-101/230-125 

Description:  Version for high pressure only, operating pressure 1-6 bar 

 Heat insulating handle, lateral 

 Spray gun Soft Touch switches from normal to spray jet 

 Projection of the spray gun P = 230 mm, height H = 125 mm, 
total height G = 450 mm 

 Temperature and flow control with modern eco ceramic 
cartridge (2 stage water saving function) 

 Flexible connection hoses 2 x 500 mm, union nut 3/8“ 

 Easy-to-install fastening system with rod M8 x 140 mm for 
worktop thickness of up to approx. 50 mm 

 Non-return valves prevents ciculation between hot and cold 
water and suctioning of dirty water (2 pieces DW15/DN10, 
3/8“ female thread x 3/8“ male thread) for mounting on angle 
valve 

 Material stainless steel 
 Hot water resistant up to 80°C 

 Worktop bore hole Ø30 mm 

Flow rate:  

0 l/min

5 l/min

10 l/min

15 l/min

20 l/min

25 l/min

1 bar 2 bar 3 bar 4 bar 5 bar 6 bar

Mixed water
2 stage eco cartridge with 
water saving func�on 

Established in 1979, the founders and top management of the 
Company have over 40 years of being one of the leading pioneers in 
supplying health and personal care products and a complete range of 
amenities to the hospitality industry providing complete solutions to 
customers. The manufacturing division of North West with its GMP 
Certification provides the strength and flexibility in serving our 
customers and ensuring a reliable supply chain with products of the 
best quality in ensuring customer’s demands are fulfilled in terms of 
service, quality, and reliable delivery.

NORTH WEST ENTERPRISE SDN BHD

Booth No: 9B508

Gallore Luxury
Hotel Amenities

Floris Luxury
Hotel Amenities

Eco-friendly Amenities
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NTT Heating Sdn Bhd is an established and premier supplier of 
Industrial Heating Elements, Thermocouples and Control 
Accessories in Malaysia. We carry a wide range of products locally 
manufactured as well import and supply products from leading 
oversea fabrication in Italy UK, Australia, Taiwan, USA and China.
Founded in 1993, with extensive experience and knowledge we 
quickly expanded in the Malaysian Market. With a highly motivated 
sales team, professional advice and excellent after-sales service, our 
customers reward us with continuous sales and long lasting business 
relationships.

NTT HEATING SDN BHD

Booth No: 5210

NH Thermostat NTT Wash Boiler NTT Bain Marie

NYOLIKE (Sauce Empire Manufacturing Sdn Bhd), had been 
professionally manufacture and supply Cooking Paste & Sauces to 
Malaysia food service operators for more than 20 years. 
We offer more than 200 different HALAL recipes and still counting. 
NYOLIKE also offer Private Label & Contract Manufacturing services. 

NYOLIKE (SAUCE EMPIRE MFG S/B)

Booth No: 1812

Kam Heong Paste Marmite Sauce Nyonya Sauce

Omega Frozen Seafood Sdn Bhd was established since 2014 and one 
of the leading and reliable seafood import company in Malaysia. Our 
business has grown despite having many competitors in the market. 
We have invested few factories in some countries in order to secure, 
control the quality and supply of seafood in Malaysia. We also 
sourcing the finest seafood around the world and ensuring high 
quality with fair price to be delivered to our customers. Our customers 
include major wholesalers throughout Malaysia, hypermarkets, 
restaurant chains, e-commerce and others. We will continue to 
transform our industry by staying true core values.

OMEGA FROZEN SEAFOOD SDN BHD 

Booth No: 7311

Japanese Harima
Oyster -

Sashimi Grade 

Onsui Hamachi
Fillet -

Frozen Yellowtail 

Japanese Squid -
Surume Ika



Østerberg is part of the Orana group with headquarters in Funen, 
Denmark. We are a multinational company with more than 80 years of 
experience in the fruit-based products. 
Østerberg Quality products consists of a wide range of products and 
solutions for the food service industry, from Fruit Toppings & Fillings 
to Syrups, including specialties such as Fruit Crush.

OSTERBERG FOOD SERVICE

Booth No: 1018

Østerberg Syrup Østerberg Fruit
Crush

Østerberg Sauce

Note From Publisher
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OVERSEAS SUPPLIES TRADING (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 4412

ICB Chocotemper-Q
Machine

Panning Machine Selmi
Termpering

Machine

Overseas Supplies Trading (M) Sdn Bhd was build to integrate 
solution for the complex needs of the chocolate and pastry industry. 
We  offers a wide range of polycarbonate moulds that are produced in 
all sizes and shapes and can fit into all types of chocolate production 
lines. We also offers machine for chocolate includes chocolate 
tempering machines, both table top and those of larger dimension, 
melters, packaging machines, spraying machines, panning machine 
and many more.

Oritronic Sdn Bhd was incorporate in10th August 1998 with specialize 
in marking and vision solution. Oritronic was also appointed as Sold 
Distributor for Hitachi Marking & Coding Equipment in Malaysia. We 
distribute wide range of marking equipment for manufacturing 
industrial products include Hitachi InkJet  Printer, Laser Marking, 
Thermal Transfer Overprinter (TTO), Carton Coder and Cognex Vision 
Systems. We also provide various type Marking Inks, Thermal 
Transfer Ribbon and Hot Foil to meet customer marking needs. 

ORITRONIC SDN BHD

Booth No: 6018

Hitachi Inkjet
Printer

Laser Marking
System

Savema Thermal
Transfer Printer



P.A. FOOD SDN BHD

Booth No: 1311C

PA Roti
Pratha Plain

PA Sandwich Bun Pau Ahamd
Siew Mai 

P.A. Food is a leading family-owned Malaysian frozen food supplier 
and manufacturer specialising in Asian flatbread, steamed buns, 
Asian pastry snacks, sauces and food pastes. We supply to a variety 
of industries and markets around the world, delivering premium 
quality shelf stabled frozen food to enterprising food industry 
professionals and quality-conscious consumers. 

Founded in 1985 by Mr Ding Hong Sing, P.A. Food’s spirit of sharing 
and openness began with Mr Ding’s creation of Malaysia’s first-ever 
halal steam bun. Building on his early success, he expanded P.A. 
Food’s offering to Asian pastries, sauces, and a variety of other 
Malaysian staples.

Pacific Oils & Fats Industries Sdn Bhd (Pacoil) was established in year 
2002 and is one of the largest edible oil refineries located in the 
southern part of Malaysia. PACOIL systems are certified by Jakim 
Halal, MSPO, ISO9001, ISO14001, HACCP, RSPO, ISCC & KOSHER. We 
have multiple revenue streams such as Bulk Oil Storage & Shipments, 
FMCG Filling & Packaging for our own Brand Avena & for other 
interested parties, Tank Rentals to 3rd parties for Edible Oils and 
Biodiesel products. Our main products are RBD Palm Oil, RBD Palm 
Olein, Stearin, PFAD, Crude Palm Olein & Vegetable Ghee.

PACIFIC OILS & FATS INDUSTRIES SDN BHD

Booth No: 1013

Avena
Cooking Oil

Avena
Cooking Oil (Tin)

Avena
Cooking Oil
(Jerry Can)

Note From Publisher
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We are Panaxy Group (M) Sdn Bhd, Panaxy Water Filtration Series 
have been certified by Jakim Halal Malaysia. We are focusing in 
Commercial F&B Industries. Restaurant, cafe, Hotel, Kiosk, Central 
kitchen, food process and etc. We Nationwide installation, including 
East Malaysia. We are exporting our seystem to Asean counties as 
well. We are official the Authorised Strategic Partner of Marmon 
Water Inc / A Berkshire Hathaway USA ( Mr Warren Buffet) Company 
in USA. We also provide the Water filter OEM serives, Assembly 
services, Customise system. The well trained and experienced team 
members are always ready to serve you guys.  

PANAXY GROUP (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 5508

Panaxy Filtration
(F&B Series)

Panaxy Filtration
(F&B Series)

Panaxy Filtration
(Master Water

Filtration)



CTT Go Marketing Sdn Bhd embarks on a continuous journey of 
exploring the latest technology that offers the best ice cream 
products, services, solutions, and training there are. CTT Go 
Marketing Sdn Bhd is the authorized sole distributor of Pasmo 
machines within the country.

PASMO PASCAL

Booth No: 5026

W381 S121F S110F

Pastry World Sdn Bhd, established in 2007, is a manufacturer of 
frozen cakes, bread, and pastry products based in Shah Alam, 
Selangor, Malaysia. Pastry World focuses on producing and 
distributing a wide range of HALAL & HACCP certified frozen 
patisserie and bakery products. The product portfolio of Pastry World 
includes an extensive selection of items, such as cakes, bread, 
muffins, croissants, puffs, danishes, macarons, and more. Pastry 
World supplies its frozen patisserie and bakery products to a diverse 
range of customers, including the Food Service Channel, Bakeries, 
Outlet Chains, Convenience Stores, Theme Parks, Hotels, Cafés, and 
more.

PASTRY WORLD SDN BHD

Booth No: 1602

Callebaut Chocolate
Cake (Frozen)

Salted Egg Yolk
Croissant (Frozen)

Burger Bun With
White and

Black Sesame
(Frozen)
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Pentair® Everpure® is water. Whether you need filtration, softening or 
reverse osmosis, we have a solution. Our entire existence revolves 
around providing the best, most consistent water anywhere. That’s 
why so many foodservice operators depend on us to solve their water 
problems. Pentair Everpure has been a leading global provider of 
quality water solutions to the foodservice industry for more than 85 
years.

PENTAIR EVERPURE

Booth No: 1026

Pentair Everpure
Food Service

Products

Pentair Everpure
Ozone Products

Pentair Pleated
POE Solutions



PIAU KEE has been operating the seafood business in Malaysia since 
the 70's. Our long business history and consistent commitment to 
excellent quality seafood has given us a distinct position to capture 
an indisputable international reputation and become one of the 
leading seafood suppliers both locally and globally. 
PIAU KEE is accredited to ISO 9001, HACCP and HALAL certification. 
Quality is our fundamental trait, from sourcing and manufacturing to 
distribution. We have invested in advance and modern technology to 
ensure the highest standard of hygiene in food handling and quality.

PIAU KEE LIVE & FROZEN SEAFOODS SDN BHD

Booth No: 1801

Canadian
Lobster

Cod Fish

Salmon Fish

Polyscientific Enterprise Sdn. Bhd. is a leading supplier of Safety 
Equipment in Malaysia. Our company consists of 3 divisions namely 
Chemicals, Personnel Protective Equipments and Scientific 
Equipments. We have a team of Professional Product specialists, 
Chemists and qualified Safety Officers to serve your need. In addition, 
we are also ISO 9001 : 2015 and GDPMD certified. As the leading 
Safety Supplier, we bring to you various renowned international 
brands such as Cooper Atkins, Mettler Toledo, Alpha Mos, Hanna, 
Merck, Ansell, Safety Jogger, DEB and our own housebrand ATEM, 
ACUMEK, Decon, Arinus and Polareon.

POLYSCIENTIFIC ENTERPRISE SDN BHD

Booth No: 5310

Decon ChemicalsStainless Steel Glove,
Disposable Glove & Apron

Portable Scale, pH Meter, IR Thermometer, pH Tester

Note From Publisher
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We import and distribute cheese products and baking ingredients 
throughout the whole Malaysia.  Our products are sourced only from 
Halal certified suppliers from all over the world.   It is our vision to 
provide different types of high quality cheese to cater for different 
customers and segments. We enhance the supplier and customer 
relationship by delivering reliable and consistent product supply and 
sales support.  

PREMIUM J SDN BHD

Booth No: 5027,
5029

Dairymont Megmilk Snow
Brand

Flavormont



Primeo Malaysia is a Marketing brand/entities part of the Fookmei 
group of companies which founded in 1995. The Fookmei Group of 
companies is a Malaysian manufacturer of various Commercial 
Refrigeration range of products. Primeo specialized in the 
manufacturing process of Commercial Refrigeration products, 
fabrication of Stainless-Steel Kitchen equipment and the installation 
of Commercial Cold Room. 
Primeo products are designed and developed to ensure optimum 
performance under strict monitoring and quality control testing to 
fulfil even the most demanding environment under the F&B industries 
standard. Every product that

PRIMEO MALAYSIA

Booth No: 7007

LINDEN Display
Chiller

Primeo S/Steel
Chiller 

Heizglass Coldroom
Glass Door Application
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Puro Coffee (M) Sdn Bhd, has a wide range of coffee blends, Fairtrade 
coffee, Italian roast, traditional roast, Fairtrade Tea's and other 
vending products ( Belgian Hot Chocolate,Teh Tarik,...)  
With a large range of coffee machines we are very active in the Office 
Coffee service.

PURO COFFEE (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 3008

Puro Fairtrade
Coffee

Puro Fairtrade
Tea

Office Coffee
Service

We bring our the best. We also implement modern administration 
systems to ensure food safety and hygiene. The company is duly 
certified by BRC, GMP, HACCP standard. In addition, we only use 
top-quality raw materials. 
Our staff in both the Operational and Management divisions are 
equipped to be innovative and provide the best products.

PROPLAN INDUSTRIAL CO.,LTD

Booth No: 6701

Meal Kit
Pad Thai 

Basil Seed Drink
with flavors

290ml

Tom Yum
Curry Paste

240g



From the humble beginning in 1988, Figo has since grown to a 
renowned premium surimi processes manufacturer distributing to 
local Malaysia market as well as exporting to more than 23 different 
countries. We believe in uncompromising dedication to produce the 
highest quality products.
Towards the years of greats success and dedicated team work from 
our food technologists, we also attained JAKIM HALAL, VHM,  
HACCP, FSSC22000 & European Union cert.
At Figo – where you expect nothing less than excellent!

QL FIGO (JOHOR) SDN. BHD.

Booth No: 1023

Figo Handgrasp
Pancake Spring

Onion

Figo Steamboat
Choice 5 in 1

Figo Cheese
Seafood Tofu
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Since its establishment in 2006, Hiron has been focusing on the 
research and development, production, sales and service for 
commercial cold chain equipment. Hiron has a wide range of product 
types, which can provide customers with one-stop service. Equipped 
with full automatic fluorine-free production line, industry-leading 
laboratory, advanced performance testing equipment and humanized 
manufacturing system, Hiron has been providing high quality and 
superior performance products. With excellent product quality and 
good market reputation, Hiron has become one of the prominent 
suppliers for Ice Cream, Cold Drink, Cold Food, Beer, Beverage, Dairy, 
Supermarket Chains, Convenience Stores etc industries around the 
world

QINGDAO HIRON COMMERCIAL COLD CHAIN CO., LTD.

Booth No: 4211

Double Decker -
Combined Freezer

Upright Freezer Curved Glass
Freezer

Qzine Gallery will be introducing a new range of products from our 
valued partners that will allow our customers to innovate and improve 
product efficiency.  We will be launching some new Spreads from 
Backaldrin of Austria as well as some New Premixes for Cakes and 
Breads.  Also we will be launching some Italian products from ROBO 
that includes Squid Ink, Halal Truffle Paste and other Italian 
Specialties.  From Germany,  we will bring in Jansen Flavors, Paste, 
Powders and Compounds which are of exceptional quality, low 
dosage and also certified Halal too.    

QZINE GALLERY SDN BHD

Booth No: 5312










by Qzine Gallery

general catalogue

Backaldrin
Roxella Spreads

Robo Italian
Canned Foods

Joseph Jansen
Flavors



Rasa Rosz was founded by Dato' Sri Rozita Ramelan. At Rasa Rosz, 
we are innovating the home- cooking segment by simplifying the 
often tedious and time-consuming preparation process. You can now 
make classic dishes like Asam Pedas, Gulai, Sambal or Sup in matters 
of minutes instead of hours.
You can also create your own personal recipes using Ratu Tumis as 
the base ingredients and add your choice of meat, poultry, fish or 
vegetable and complete it with favourite sauce, topping or garnishing.

RASA ROSZ SDN BHD

Booth No: 7015

Ratu Tumis
Cooking Paste

Chili Sambal
Series

Lazzat
All-in-One
Seasoning

We, Quiniang Manman, are an artisan vinegar brewer from Taitung, 
Taiwan, who make affordable premium quality, pesticide-free, and 
additive-free products.
We believe nature knows best and good things take time, so we just 
use organic/natural-farming ingredients and a traditional slow 
fermentation process to produce our vinegar.
We are committed to creating a high quality vinegar that is worth 
taking the time to slowly savor and enjoy.

RATO FERMENTATION CORP.

Booth No: 7802

Coffee VinegarRed Oolong
Tea KOSO Vinegar

Plum
Vinegar
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Ruicheng Japan K.K. is dedicated to produce premuim and innovative 
beverages and snacks manufactured with Japan top technologies. 
Products are sold in Japan, China, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand and 
other ASEAN countries. 

RUICHENG JAPAN K.K.

Booth No: 7310

Coconut Milk Plum Soup Corn Juice



Ryufu Food Technology (M) Sdn Bhd is a HACCP certified company, 
incorporated in 2016, producing and selling high quality concentrated 
extract tea and Instant tea powder (Spray-dried soluble tea). 
We are a Japanese Instant Tea Powder manufacturing company 
which is a pioneer in Malaysia. we using 100% raw materials product 
imported from Japan.
Ryufu Food Technology (M) Sdn Bhd are currently certified HACCP, 
GMP, Halal and Mesti.
Our parent company RYUFU MIZUNOSHOUTEN Co., Ltd in Japan, 
which is processing and packaging Japanese green tea products that 
have been establishment in 1945 and widely known in Japan. 

RYUFU FOOD TECHNOLOGY (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 7003

Instant Tea Powder Ukiyoe Tea
Bags

Gankochaya
Tea 

SKS Group is the leader and pioneer of furniture, fixtures and 
equipment sustainable manufacturing in Asia. We offer one of the 
industry’s widest assortments of products and services. Available in a 
variety of styles and finishes, ranging from the traditional to the 
contemporary, our range of furniture covers the needs of sectors from 
the hotel to office, medical, educational and other industries. We 
recognize that in today’s ever more competitive business 
environment, our clients require an extra edge. That special 
something is the quality and innovative thinking they get from SKS. 
Do visits our website at www.sksworldwide.com for further 
enlightenment.

S.KIAN SENG SDN. BHD.

Booth No: 9B401

Buffet Collection

Housekeeping & Front
Office Collection

Banquet Chairs &
Tables Collection
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We are Sahaphan Foods Co.,Ltd. Manufacturer and Distributor with 
our corporate brands TOONE' and Jin Si Yu Song. We also support 
and service customer with OEM/ODM brands. We have business 
policy and mission to produce and distribute a product fish process 
push to food service company, modern trade, HORECA around the 
world.
Our Product hero is Thai Tonggol Flossy Tuna with GMP, HACCP, Halal 
Certificate and the selection of healthy quality raw materials meets 
FDA. This is TOONE's pride that produces standardized products and 
can reach a wide range of consumers.

SAHAPHAN FOODS CO.,LTD.

Booth No:  6705

TOONE’
Original Tonggol

Tuna Floss
80g. Brand TOONE’

TOONE’ 
Sugar Free

Tonggol Tuna Floss
80g. Brand TOONE’

TOONE’
Tuna Floss Nori
Seaweed Flavor

40 g. Brand TOONE’
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Sanae Food Sdn. Bhd. was established in July 2011 and our sales 
office and factory is situated in Shah Alam. We specialized in 
manufacturing and distributing quality bakery ingredients throughout 
Malaysia and Singapore. Our product ranges from food additive, flour, 
chocolates, fruit filling, fruit puree, handmade chocolate decorations, 
cake coating, mayonnaise, dressing, flavored bread filling from 
in-house and countries like Germany, Spain, Australia, China, Japan, 
Taiwan, Singapore and Philippines.

SANAE FOOD SDN. BHD.

Booth No: 5011

Bakery Ingredients

Chocolate Decorations

Mayonnaise, Dressing
and Spread

Sankyu Food is general food trading company in Osaka Japan.
We have more than 25,000 items for Japanese and Western 
restaurant. So we can propose wide variety product for customer's 
needs.
In this time, we mainly introduce Matcha, Hojicha Powder and Black 
Sesame Paste. And we can do private brand prodcuts for these 
products.

SANKYU FOOD CO., LTD.

Booth No: 7309

Matcha Powder

Japanese 
MATCHA Product Lineup 

Copyright©Oyaizu, AlL Rights Reserved. All material property of Oyaizu. Any reproduction without expressed permission is strictly prohibited.

1Oyaizu Seicha International Japanese Tea Co., Ltd. 

Type of Sesame

3 colors(Type) of sesame seeds

White Sesame Black Sesame Gold Sesame

Rich & Sweet Thick flavour Good Aroma & 
rich flavour

For
Goma ae
Sushi roll
Topping for 
Ramen

For
Icecream
Yogurt
Red bean rice

For
Goma ae
Sushi roll
Topping for 
Ramen

Hoji Cha Powder Profile 

Hojicha is roasted Green Tea(Sencha),  
and has the good aroma of roasting.  
Because of the aroma, 
it is said that Hojicha has relaxing effect. 
In addition, because of low caffeine, 
Hojicha is favored by women and children. 

Sencha Hojicha Roasting 

Black Sesame Paste

Hojicha Powder

Allow us to introduce SCC Corporation Sdn Bhd, a trusted company 
established in 1972, boasting over 50 years of expertise. As a leading 
provider, we take pride in offering a comprehensive "One Stop 
Win-Win Solution" for food operators in search of a reliable business 
partner. Our extensive range of offerings includes top-of-the-line 
kitchen equipment and a diverse selection of food ingredient supplies 
and accessories, ensuring all your needs are met. Collaborating 
closely with various establishments, including restaurants, 
hypermarkets, cinemas, hotels, and international chains. Join us now 
and discover the difference of having a committed partner dedicated 
to your success.

SCC CORPORATION SDN BHD

Booth No: 4201

Gaggia Milano Irinox

Turbochef



SCC Food Manufacturing Sdn Bhd (SCCFM), is directed by our slogan 
of “Customer success is our business.” Thus, we endeavor to provide 
the best value to our clients through our products which are enjoyed 
by people of all ages and from all walks of life. SCCFM, provide 
business solutions to assist clients to improve their businesses by 
producing products with benefits included shorter preparation time, 
assured consistent quality and taste of food, reduction of operational 
cost, reduced dependency of special skill labour, and minimization of 
inventory and storage space.

SCC FOOD MANUFACTURING SDN BHD

Booth No: 4202

Pozila Popcorn

Cookmate Consumer Premixes

Pozila Caramel Sugar
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Scent Pur is an international company based in Malaysia, that 
develops, manufactures and sells commercial and consumer hygiene 
products that was founded in 2013. Scent Pur’s commercial products 
in particular, are now sold in Europe, North America, South America, 
Africa, Middle East, Asia, Australia and New Zealand.
Scent Pur which is also with certification of GMP standard and halal 
company. Revolutionizing the washroom industry with sustainable 
and environmentally friendly solutions, we strive to enhance the relief 
stop experience by eliminating odors to create a pleasant atmosphere 
without harsh chemicals, promoting ethical business practices and 
reducing our environmental impact.

SCENT PUR MANUFACTURING (M) SDN. BHD.

Booth No: 9B002

Joy Poo In-N-Out Toilet Spray SP813
Air Freshener Dispenser

SP829 Soap Dispenser 1000ml

SECURE ROBOTICS SDN BHD

Booth No: 5511

Pudubot S BellabotKettybot

We are Secure Robotics - Pioneering Smart Delivery Robot Solutions 
in Malaysia! Founded in 2020 by Secure Group, we're the Malaysian 
pioneer in providing smart delivery robots. Our diverse range of robots 
- Kettybot, Bellabot, Pudubot C, Pudubot S, and Holabot - cater to 
various industries, solving manpower shortages, reducing labour 
costs, and increasing service efficiency. With exceptional 24/7 
support, we guarantee your success. Embrace the future of service, 
elevate productivity, and exceed customer expectations. Join the 
smart delivery revolution with Secure Robotics today! 
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As a renowned developer of POS management solutions in Hong 
Kong, Seito Systems Limited has been providing quality total 
solutions to large numbers of food service operators, hospitality, and 
retail groups for more than 28 years. 

Seito F&B POS provides robust features for both table service and 
quick service environments. Running on O2O platforms, Seito's 
solutions provide the primary business engine needed by the entire 
hospitality service industry with its POS, Kiosk, Online Ordering 
System, Order Management System, Kitchen Management System, 
eCoupon & eVoucher, Mobile CRM, ePayments and intelligent 
reporting solutions. 

SEITO SYSTEMS LIMITED

Booth No: 9B016

Seito Food & Beverage
Management System

Seito Kitchen Management System

Seito Online Ordering System

Founded in 1996, Sun Chi has emerged as a pioneer in the sun-dried 
"Guan Miao Noodle" manufacturing industry. Over the past decades, 
we have been consistently providing an extensive range of noodle 
varieties including Qu Mee, Nabeyaki Yee Mee, and Misua Noodle. Our 
products have gained immense popularity not only among local 
culinary brands but also within overseas Chinese communities. 
Moreover, we take pride in our ability to offer customizable noodle 
options for culinary brands and restaurants worldwide.

SHANG CHIH FOOD CO., LTD.

Booth No: 7803

Sun Chi
Guan Miao Noodle

(Dried Noodle)
獨單一麵

Sun Chi
Nabeyaki Yee Mee

Misua Noodle
鍋燒意麵雞絲麵

Sun Chi Qu Mee
鍋燒關廟麵

SEJATI BAKERY TRADING SDN BHD

Booth No: 5701

Top Kokoa
Compound
Chocolate

Delmon Non Dairy
Whipping Cream

(Contains Dairy Fat)

Biskit Butter
Speculoos

Sejati Bakery Trading Sdn Bhd is one of the leading importer and 
distributor in the baking industry for more than 10 years.
We are supplying a comprehensive range of baking and pastries 
ingredients , chocolate products, dairy products, food additives and 
more, and it caters for our domestic & overseas market. 
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Stainless steel pot / pan . Non-stick pot . 
Lunch box . Bowl . Thermos bottle . Food jar . 
Fork.Spoon . Chopsticks . Kitchenware . Kitchen utensils . 

SHANG JAN INDUSTRY CO.,LTD

Booth No: 5707

CHI-CHIH
Apple-Shaped Wok

CHI-CHIH 316 Stainless Steel Thermos

CHI-CHIH 316
7-Ply Alloy Cookware Set

SHIH CHEN Company insists on providing all quality, tasty, and 
healthy foods to our consumers. We won’t change our aspirations in 
the competitive market. Shih Chen family believes that only providing 
the best-qualified products, will the consumers trust Shih Chen 
Company. Therefore our business is able to operate with sustainable 
growth and vitality.
Shih Chen Company is beginning from tea planting. We insist to 
process and develop various tea products in traditional and 
conscientious attitude. The principle of our R&D is to make qualified 
Taiwan Tea to spotlight all over the world. Keep providing the 
consumers with fine and safe

SHIH CHEN FOODS CO., LTD.

Booth No: 7808

3:15PM Boba Milk Tea Series 
(No Preservative Added |

Real Tea Leaves)

3:15PM Popping Boba Ice Tea Series
(Contains 5% Real Juice |

No Preservative Added | Real Tea Leaves)

3:15PM Milk Tea Series

We were established in Thailand in 1987 and currently supply product 
from our offices in Thailand, Vietnam, China, India, Indonesia, 
Myanmar, Argentina, Ecuador as well as from Bangladesh. You can 
see our full product listing for frozen seafood on 
www.siamcanadian.com.   Siam Canadian also operates a frozen 
meat division, headquartered in Poland, (www.siamcanadianmeat.com). 
Every Siam Canadian location maintains a full team of highly qualified 
full time quality control inspectors so every container we export is 
closely checked to ensure the product meets your and our 
specifications. Our Quality Control personnel are certified for GMP, 
HACCP, IFS, BRC and ISO22000

SIAM CANADIAN GROUP LIMITED

Booth No: 6040

Frozen Meat & Poultry Frozen Seafood
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Silikal is a Germany company with more than 70 years of history and 
its South East Asia office is based in Klang Valley for the past 15 
years.  Silikal is well known for its high quality and fast curing MMA 
resins for industrial flooring.  With high scuff resistance, various 
anti-skid grades, attractive colours and overnight completion : Silikal 
is the answer to ideal and hygienic flooring in hotels and throughout 
the food industry.

SILIKAL ASIA SDN BHD

Booth No: 4015

Methylmethacrylate
Resins Floor

Coating System

Methylmethacrylate
Resins Floor

Coating System

Methylmethacrylate
Resins Floor

Coating System

Sincere Equipment Sdn Bhd is a leading company in specialize of 
commercial ware washing system that leading by experience task 
force whom have over 25 years experience in this industry.
Our product inclusive of dishwasher, tray, rack, pot, utensil, trolley, 
cart, crate and mould washer. VICTORIA is a renowned commercial 
dish washer brand and has been started selling in Southeast Asia 
market since 2010 especially in Malaysia. Our products emphasizes 
on quality, energy saving, effectiveness and renowned after-sales 
service. 
We commit to serve our client with quality equipment, service and a 
complete dish handling solution to meet all your needs.

SINCERE EQUIPMENT SDN BHD

Booth No: 4001

VT-3 Victoria
Door Type

Dishwasher

VT-F21Dm Victoria
Mini Flight Type

Dishwasher

VT-UW1 Victoria
Pot Utensil

Washer

Sinmag Malaysia was founded in 1991 as Regional office. Sinmag is 
the supplier of full range bakery machines in Malaysia. We supply to 
all the major hypermarket in Malaysia.
Sinmag Group Products Range:
Water Coolers, Water Meters, Planetary Mixers, Spiral Mixers, Bowl 
Lifters, Dividers, Divider and Rounders, Moulders, Sheeters, Proofers, 
Retarder Proofers, Convection Ovens (Gas and Electric), Deck Ovens 
(Gas and Electric), Rack Ovens (Gas, Oil and Electric), Tunnel Ovens 
(Gas and Electric), Slicers, Show Cases, Bake Wares and Other Food 
Service Equipments.

SINMAG BAKERY EQUIPMENT SDN. BHD. 

Booth No: 5301

SINMAG Electric
Deck Oven

(SM2-523H)

SINMAG
Planetary Mixer

(SM-80LT)

SAN HENG
AL-Alloy

Sheet Pan
(Non-stick)
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As one of the leading brand in Asia Pacific, Slumberland's mission is 
to be a caring and innovative company that inspires people to make 
their dreams come true by offering the healthiest and most 
comfortable sleeping experience on the market. 
Generation after generation, we've been continuing to innovate in 
order to inspire people to live healthier lives through having the most 
comfortable sleeping experience. No matter who you are, how you 
sleep or the sate in which you find yourself, we always offer you the 
latest technology to ensure that you get the best rest possible. 

SLUMBERLAND MARKETING SDN BHD

Booth No: 9A021

Slumberland Emperor
Suite Mattress

Slumberland Majestic
Premier Mattress

Slumberland President Suite Mattress

SOFRESH is the market leader in fresh juice supply in Malaysia. Since 
its establishment in 2003, SOFRESH has continually increased its 
processing capacity to cater for the phenomenal growth in Malaysia’s 
HORECA sectors. The success of SOFRESH stems from its expertise 
in sourcing quality raw materials, processing of raw materials, quality 
control, market planning, and logistic efficiency.  The company 
currently offers more than 40 varieties of fresh juices, concentrates 
and purees to the customers within the nation. Using the knowledge 
and unique position in the market, SOFRESH is committed to the core 
value by providing healthful, quality, and nutritious beverage.

SOFRESH MARKETING SDN BHD

Booth No: 2016

Cranberry Juice
with No Sugar
Added - 180ml

Apple Juice
with No Sugar
Added - 180ml

Orange Juice
with No Sugar
Added - 180ml

Solid Cool Marketing Sdn Bhd has established as one of the leading 
Retail and F&B Equipment supplier with its expertise to offer full range 
of innovative and high quality products such as Commercial 
Refrigerators, Racking System, Stainless Steel Kitchen Equipment 
and Food Processing Machinery.
With its Professional Sales Force and team of skilled Technicians, 
Solid Cool offers the Best Quality with Best Price. It takes great pride 
to be the reputable brand in the industry with One- Stop Solution.

SOLID COOL MARKETING (KLANG) SDN BHD

Booth No: 4005

Display & Storage Racking System

Display Showcase Chiller Confectionery & Cake Showcase
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Malaysian based stainless steel fabricators specializing in the design 
and manufacturing of kitchen equipment and construction site’s 
supplies for both commercial and domestic environments. We 
provide a wide range of high quality commercial kitchen equipment 
as well as Japan made refrigeration products, project setup and 
consultation. 

SOLID STEEL METAL SDN BHD

Booth No: 5212

Nissei Ice Cream
Machine

Fukushima GalileiRational Combi
Oven

Solid Cool Marketing Sdn Bhd has established as one of the leading 
Retail and F&B Equipment supplier with its expertise to offer full range 
of innovative and high quality products such as Commercial 
Refrigerators, Racking System, Stainless Steel Kitchen Equipment 
and Food Processing Machinery.
With its Professional Sales Force and team of skilled Technicians, 
Solid Cool offers the Best Quality with Best Price. It takes great pride 
to be the reputable brand in the industry with One- Stop Solution.

SOLID COOL MARKETING (KLANG) SDN BHD

Booth No: 4006

Island FreezerComerical Upright
Referigerator

Stainless Steel Equipment

SOPHiSCA FOOD is one of the leading manufactures of candies and 
chocolates in Taiwan, we have been in this line for over 30 years, and 
enjoy a good reputation of high quality and creativity.
Our factory is HACCP, ISO22000 and Halal Certified, our products 
have registered under Vegan Society as well.
We specialize in Vegan products with simple recipes, in which almost 
every of our product are made with plant-based and natural 
ingredients.

SOPHISCA FOOD INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

Booth No: 7801

Gemstone
(Vegan Marshmallow

with jellies)

Juicy Gummies
(Vegan)

Fruit Jellies
(Vegan)
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Established in 1998, Spices & Seasonings Specialities Sdn Bhd is a 
specialist manufacturer of instant noodles, mayonnaise, salad 
dressing, chilli sauce, seasonings, stocks and pastes, serving the 
retail market, food service and industrial players.
We are FSSC 22000, HACCP, GMP and Halal certified.
Our brands include:
TELLY Mayonnaise & Salad Dressings, Seasonings, Soups, Sauces, 
Gravies, Stocks and Pastes.
LINGHAM Chilli Sauce, Curry Paste and Worcestershire Sauce
IBUMIE Instant Noodles
We offer Private Label manufacturing services.

SPICES & SEASONINGS SPECIALITIES SDN BHD

Booth No: 1507

Telly All Purpose
230ml

Lingham’s JB
Worcestershire Sauce

280ml

Telly Roasted
Sesame 1L 

SPAR is specialized in manufacturing Heavy Duty Planetary Food 
Mixer, Cake Mixer and Dough Mixer. SPAR supplies mixers to over 50 
countries. Most of our customers are bakery business, catering 
business and also confectionery business. SPAR mixers are tough, 
durable, and built to last, providing years of dependable operation at a 
fraction of the cost of other mixers.  Please visit our official website to 
know more about our products: http://www.sparmixers.com

SPAR FOOD MACHINERY MFG. CO., LTD

Booth No: 5607

SD-200SP-800 MODELS SP-502 MODEL

Food & Beverage
Dozens of operations in food processing plants depend on spray 
technology from Spraying Systems Co. In fact, our technology 
produces billions of drops per day for applications ranging from 
coating and spray drying to cleaning, tank washing and lubrication. 
Our experts help each customer achieve specific performance goals 
while placing highest priority on food safety.

SPRAYING SYSTEMS (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 6043

Spray NozzlePathoclean and
Pathocide

Pathosan Ps400 Pro 
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Spritzer Group takes pride in manufacturing, distributing, marketing, 
and selling of entire product line, from world-renowned natural 
mineral water to non-carbonated fruit flavoured drink.
Our latest development in the field of innovation sees us moving 
towards environmentally friendly packaging for our bottles, while 
keeping our bottles fully recyclable from cap to label.
Spritzer products are exceptionally high-quality, from water source to 
bottle, Spritzer is untouched by hands.  
The silica-rich Spritzer Natural Mineral Water is superior in taste and 
has been recognised as such by the Brussels-based International 
Taste Institute with three stars in the Superior Taste Award 2022.

SPRITZER

Booth No: 1102

Spritzer Dispenser
Series

Spritzer Natural
Mineral Water

Spritzer Sparkling
Natural Mineral

Water

Sri Manisan was founded in 1988 by a local Malaysian Chinese, which 
was then owned by Swiss, Wolfgang Hegner in 2006 until the present. 
Our office and facilities are located in strategic places that allow the 
culinary industries to reach out to our location at any convenient 
times – Sunway Damansara and Langkawi.
For the past three decades, we have been a reputable food service 
company serving Malaysia’s top GASTRONOMY customers with an 
extensive network for both the foodservice industry and retail 
take-home channels across Malaysia. 

SRI MANISAN SDN BHD

Booth No: 5014,
5801

Rauch Juices
200ml

Champor Pasteurized
Crab Meat Jumbo

Candia Brittany
Butter Sheet 82%

Star Net Marketing provides an extensive range of Cups and Cup 
Accessories for the coffee-to-go and take-away food industries. The 
Ripple-Wrap Hot Cup has a unique corrugated paper wrapping like no 
other, and is the perfect tool for making your business stand out in 
today’s competitive coffee-to-go world. We also have products to hold 
cold drinks and hot soups and all other useful accessories to make 
your customers’ experience one that is effortless and memorable.

STAR NET PACKAGING SDN BHD

Booth No: 4408

Savoury Paper
Bowl

Ripple Wall
Paper Cup

Snack Paper Box



Malaysian cuisine is a delectable blend of flavors that celebrates the 
country's multicultural population. Influenced by Malay, Chinese, 
Indian, and indigenous traditions, as well as Peranakan Chinese 
spices, it boasts a unique culinary heritage. In 1998, our goal was to 
capture these popular Malaysian recipes and make them easily 
accessible. We prioritize food safety and use only the finest 
ingredients. Each recipe undergoes rigorous testing for flavor, aroma, 
authenticity, and convenience. As a result, our brand has become 
globally recognized for delivering the best of Malaysian flavors to 
homes worldwide. Drop by our booth and try us!

SUNTRACO FOOD INDUSTRIES SDN BHD

Booth No: 1110

GimsonTean’s Gourmet Gardens

“Simply to decorate” is our concept to save production costs and time 
therefore , Sweet Wonders Candies is a company specializing in 
producing candy dolls with more than 150 products. This product will 
help your produce easily.

SWEET WONDERS CANDIES SDN BHD

Booth No: 5021

Candy Stick
Series

2D Candy Doll
Series

Gingerbread
Series
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SWEETKISS FOOD INDUSTRY SDN BHD is a local confectionery 
manufacturer established since 1995. We have all sorts of chocolate 
varieties from bars, panned, coated chocs, and center-filled chocs 
made with white/dark/milk/strawberry/green tea chocolates. Our 
facilities are ISO, HACCP & Halal certified. We do provide private label 
service. 

SWEETKISS FOOD INDUSTRY SDN BHD

Booth No: 1311D

Rdd Fruitilicous
Chocolate Jar

Rdd Soy-based
White Chocolate

With Almond Nibs

Rdd 80% Sugar Free
Plus Dark Choc
With Hazelnut



With over 80 years of experience in tea and coffee crafting, 888 Tea & 
Coffee expanded our beverage range to a wide choice of instant 
drinks, breakfast cereal, snacks, natural food and MORE! In 2019, our 
star product Teh Wangi Ros 888 received 2 out of 3 stars for Superior 
Taste Awards. Our organic food series is marketed under Organic 
Care2U (OC2U) brand.
Besides serving customers, we also cater for businesses such as 
restaurants, hotels, catering, and cafés and offer OEM service. Our 
product is certified HALAL by JAKIM and received certifications by 
HACCP, GMP, ISO 9001 & ISO 22000.

SYARIKAT THONG GUAN TRADING SDN BHD

Booth No: 2004

TG Professional
(Brazil Santos)

Organic Care2u
Organic Noodle

Series

888 Instant
Thai Tea Series
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Focusing on the production of dried Japanese wild sea cucumbers 
for nearly 20 years, we are committed to producing high-quality dried 
sea cucumbers with beautiful appearance and no added chemicals.

TAI WAN CHEN HSIN CO., LTD.

Booth No: 7807

Kansai
Sea Cucumber

Hokkaido AA
Sea Cucumber

Hokkaido Premium
Sea Cucumber

Taiwan External Trade Development Council (TAITRA) is a 
organization to promote Taiwan products. Taiwan Pavilion provide 
you the made in Taiwan high quality Taiwan foods, welcome to taste 
and know us!

TAIWAN EXTERNAL TRADE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

Booth No: 7802
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Taiwan Product Centers are located in Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur, 
Singapore, Mumbai, and New Delhi and the centers showcase the 
latest products from Taiwan's top manufacturers.
-Serving as a platform for expanding market reach in Southeast Asia.
-Featuring high-quality products, including medical supplies, 
industrial tools, machine components, skin care products, and 
assistive devices.
-Offering various services to support businesses, such as market 
research, product promotion, and business matchmaking.

TAIWAN PRODUCT CENTER (TPC) 

Booth No: 5707,
5812

HM-588 Auto
Encrusting
Machine

CHI-CHIH 316
Apple-Shaped

Cookware

Jing-Zuan 316
Ceramic Lined
Travel Tumbler

Tanamera products are carefully made from raw materials sourced 
from rich and luscious tropical rainforests. Tanamera’s product range 
is created based on Asian tropical traditions and is packaged for your 
everyday home use, travelling and professional spas. We are a 
homegrown Made-in-Malaysia brand that is internationally known 
and is Halal and Vegan certified.

TANAMERA TROPICAL SPA SDN. BHD.

Booth No: 9A006

Tanamera
Waterless Diffuser

Tanamera
Massage Oil

Tanamera
Essential Oil

TCR Holdings Sdn Bhd, a Cutting Edge Solution Provider to the 
Attractions, Leisure & Entertainment Industry. We are the Malaysia 
Authorized Distributor for the Magicard ID Card Printing and Precision 
Dynamics Corporation (PDC) Identification Products.

Magicard ID Card Technologies with a full range of devices to meet 
any secure ID card issuance requirement. Magicard printers are 
renowned for their built-in card security features, including the 
HoloKote secure watermark.

PDC continues to evolve to help our customers unleash the power of 
technology in identification. From barcode and RFID wristbands to 
printers, wristband-dispensing kiosks, and mobile solutions.

TCR HOLDINGS SDN BHD

Booth No: 7018

PDC ID
Thermal Solutions

Magicard ID
Card Printing

PDC Thermal,
Tyvek and

SureImage Wristband



TEA BAG (M) SDN BHD

Booth No: 1405

Frozen DessertsGo-smooty Frozen
Beverage Easy Pack

Smoothies Bay
Frozen Beverage

 Convenience Pack

Tea Bag (M) Sdn Bhd is the First Leading Frozen Beverage 
Manufacturer in Malaysia, started operation since 2012, and officially 
certified as Halal Manufacturer since operation from 2015. We are 
expert in manufacturing Real Fruit Smoothies & Milkshake drinks in 
various pack form. We had reach to more than 500 Food Service, 
including Hotel, Restaurant, Cafe, Food Stall, Kiosk nationwide.
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Tehmag Foods was established in Malaysia since 2005, it’s began 
operating import and supplying all types of high quality baking 
ingredients from over the world for bakeries and other food-related 
businesses. Uphold “Sincere concern ground, baked good partner” 
philosophy. With a focus on professional service and a good 
reputation in the baking industry, Tehmag Foods has earned the 
support and trust of its customers, which has helped them build a 
solid foundation for their business. With the company growing, 
Tehmag Foods not only a raw material supplier, but also becomes an 
important promoter for baking industry in Malaysia. 

TEHMAG FOODS CORPORATION SDN BHD

Booth No: 5401

Zeelandia - Release Agents & lubricants

Dobla -
Chocolate Decorations

Aldia - Fruit Filling
For Bakery, Confectionary,
Foodservice And Industry. 

Our Story ... Our family produce bean vermicelli from generation to 
generation for more than 60 years . Our expertise and technology 
continuously developed from time to time . One remained , Our Great 
Grand Generation's Philosophy Bring happiness to every dining table . 

THAI CENTERFOOD PRODUCT CO. LTD

Booth No: 6708

Tonnum GoldTonnum (Dry)Tonnum  (fresh)



We are Aussie made and owned, and it shows. 

Based on the Central Coast of NSW and backed by over thirty years of 
experience in non–dairy milk, we joined forces with local baristas with 
one mission in mind: to create the No.1 Plant based milk for cafes. 

Introducing our So Good range of Barista inspired milks, available in 
Oat, Almond and Soy. Consistent in performance and superior in 
taste, we are always striving for the best texture and creaminess to 
showcase latte art, whilst maintaining the same benefits you would 
expect from So Good. 

Give it a swirl.

 SO GOOD BARISTA

Booth No: 1307

We are primarily engaged in distribution, imports and exports of 
FMCG products. Our products are sourced locally and internationally 
from Korea, Japan, China and etc.

TIAN AN TRADING SDN BHD

Booth No: 1301

Dole Soft ServeDole

So Good Barista
Soy Milk

So Good Barista
Almond Milk

So Good Barista
Oat Milk 
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Thai Flour Industry Company Limited establish in 1978.  We are one 
of leading manufacturer and exporter of Rice Flour, Glutinous Rice 
Flour, Rice Starch, Glutinous Rice Starch, Tapioca Starch, Modified 
Starch, Rice Noodle, Fried Crispy Flour, Fried Banana Flour, Seafood 
Batter Mix Flour,, Mixed Flour/Starch, Premix Sugar and any kind of 
Premix.  We acheive many quality and safety certificate like 
FSSC22000, ISO9001:2015, HACCP, GHP, HALAL, KOSHER and 
THAILAND TRUST MARK.  We export to more than 30 countries over 
the world.  We can assure you our good quality and safety products.

THAI FLOUR INDUSTRY COMPANY LIMITED

Booth No: 6706

Fried Crispy
Flour

Rice Flour Glutinous
Rice Flour

Tapioca Starch

Rice Noodle



Tramontina Malaysia Sdn Bhd

Booth No: 9B019
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Timcare offers solutions to a waste-free, odour-free and sanitary 
environment by using Timcare's super catalase enzymes to digest 
waste, sludge, fats, oils and greases aka FOGs by converting them 
into water and carbon dioxide. All establishments have a 
responsibility to ensure that waste water being discharged has to 
meet requirements so as to ensure our water supply is not 
contaminated. What better way than to use enzymes to digest away 
such wastes instead of using chemicals or temporarily solving the 
problem by transferring it to another location.  Visit Timcare at booth 
5015 to discover our amazing products!! See you!

TIMCARE TECHNOLOGY SDN BHD

Booth No: 5015

DIY Clear Septic Fish Pond &
Filter Cleaner 

GSO Grease Sludge
& Odour digester

Trendlux was established in 2011, exclusively supplying luxury and 
branded amenities to Hotels and Resorts across Malaysia. We carry 
various range of hotel amenities such as liquid and dry amenities and 
is an exclusive distributor for luxury brands such as Acqua Di Parma, 
Salvatore Ferragamo, Aromatherapy Associates, Acca Kappa, 
Cochine, Peter Thomas Roth, and more. In 2013, Trendlux partnered 
up with Guest Supply (Asia), an industry leader known globally for 
over 40 years, to amenities and provide services to Malaysia’s 
international chain hotels. In 2021, we expanded our brand portfolio 
and brough Dettol Pro Solutions by Reckitt onboard.

TRENDLUX SDN BHD

Booth No: 9A004

Dettol Pro
Solutions

Salvatore
Ferragamo

Aromatherapy
Associates

Tramontina Elena's 28-centimeter porcelain flat plate is the ideal 
choice for high-quality, large meals. Made from traditional and 
exclusive Tramontina porcelain, it has a porosity close to zero, is 
translucent and has all the essential characteristics of real porcelain: 
excellent whiteness, shine and high resistance. Her inspiration is in 
the chefs and the magic that surrounds them during their work and 
delivery of menus with great passion!

Tramontina Elena
Flat Plate

Century Tramontina LYF
aluminum pan



Vees Kitchen Appliances Sdn. Bhd. is in a position to offer business 
owners high-quality kitchen equipment.

VEES KITCHEN APPLIANCES SDN. BHD.

Booth No: 3005

BT-500C2BT-350R BT-2HD1W

Our Philosophy here at UNOX is INVENTIVE SIMPLIFICATION. All 
processes are intelligently simplified to give maximum value to our 
customers. UNOX has developed a range of ovens to suit almost 
every application. Starting from a 3-tray programable convection 
oven to a 40-tray combination oven. UNOX MIND.Maps™ oven, with 
highly innovative technologies by utilizing features that result in a high 
standard of cooking results to ensure maximum Return on 
Investment (ROI) available for each customer.

UNOX (ASIA)

Booth No: 4501

EVEREOSPEED-X CHEFTOP
MIND.Maps 
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Established since 1983, we offer a comprehensive yet focused range 
of cleaning and hygiene products and systems to the business areas 
ranging from Hospitality, Healthcare, Industrial Manufacturing, 
Commercial Buildings, Food Service, Retail, Buildings Service 
Contractors & Distributors.

UNICHEM PROLINE SDN BHD

Booth No: 9B709

ProLine CombiClean
3515B Walk

Behind Scrubber Dryer

Rotowash R45B Rubbermaid
Sturdy Chair™

High Chair
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VEGETORY

Booth No: 1408

Tomato CrunchSuperFood Mix Hydrator Mix

Our little story
During ancient times, only farmers can enjoy the most fresh produce 
right after harvest. Farmers used to harvest early in the morning, thus 
enjoying fresh and nutritional produce within a day. However, due to 
the current complex society, daily essentials reaching consumers 
hands could be transported from far distances. Also, poor handling 
and pesticide issues can cause produce to lose its original nutrition. 
Vegetory is an indoor vertical farming / plant factory in Malaysia, 
setting up at the center of a major city.

VERMI INDUSTRIES SDN BHD

Booth No: 1505

100g x 5 pkgs
Donmi Instant

Vermicelli
Mee Siam

135g x 5 pkgs
Donmi Instant

Vermicelli
Curry Laksa

110g x 5 pkgs
Donmi Instant

Vermicelli
Chicken Soto

Vermi Industries Sdn Bhd (VISB) – one of the major manufacturer of 
Rice Vermicelli in Malaysia is situated in a modern facility located in 
Kulai, Johor. Our vast manufacturing facility allows us to produce 
products of unrivalled quality and value. The production technique, 
developed and improved over the past 55 years is considered an art in 
itself. With continuous research and a management guided by a 
proactive approach to business, VISB has enjoyed tremendous 
growth over the years. Our process is fully automated and the 
products are free from artificial preservatives, flavours and 
colourings. 

Malaysia First Hotel Room Smart Mini Vending Machine - VENTOPIA
Introducing our smart mini vending machine, designed specifically for 
hotel, Airbnb, and homestay rooms. With our VENTOPIA app, your 
house guests can effortlessly purchase their desired products, make 
payments, and receive instant gratification. As an accommodation 
owner, you simply sit back and wait for the profit sharing. Experience 
the convenience and profitability of our smart mini vending machine. 
Simplify shopping for your guests with VENTOPIA - your ultimate 
one-stop shop for all their needs!

VENTOPIA

Booth No: 9A003

Hotel Room Smart Mini Vending Machine
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VERTEX HOSPITALITY SDN BHD 

Booth No: 9B025

F&B linensBed Linens Bath Linens

As professional direct manufacturer of hotel linen from china,we have 
our own wovening factories,from fabric wovening until finished 
products we control ourselves the whole production chain. 
It's our sincere hope to promote by joint efforts, both business n 
friendship to our mutual advantage, with our best prices n 
comparable quality.
Your reliable hotel supplies partner -VERTEX
Any enquiries pls contact us +60122166185 / 
beecyzhan88@gmail.com

VIT MAKANAN (KUALA LUMPUR) SDN BHD

Booth No: 1311E

Vit’s Dried Chilli
Pan Mee Shrimp
Chilli Flavoured

PanMee
(Perisa Cili

Udang Kering)

Vit’s Pan Mee
Goreng Pedas

Smashed
Chicken Flavoured

PanMee
(Perisa Ayam

Penyet)

Zip Pek
Vit’s Italian
Mi Goreng
Carbonara 

We are one of the pioneer noodle manufacturers in Malaysia. As the 
Noodles Experts for more than 45-years, we are devoted into the 
production of instant noodles, including Fried Noodles (with and 
without flavouring), Air-dried Noodles and Fresh Noodles (with and 
without flavouring). Dedicated in the development of own house 
brands and provides private labelling to companies around the globe.
Our philosophy emphasizes on the appearance, flavour, texture and 
nutrition of our noodles. All our products undergo detailed tests and 
checks by our QC team, to meet the HACCP Food Safety System. 

V-NION FOOD INDUSTRIES SDN BHD

Booth No: 1106

Frozen Carrot
Curry Puff

Pandan Crepe
With Coconut

Frozen Cempedak
Fritter

V-Nion committed ensuring Hygienic and Food safety standards are 
stringently followed throughout its entire manufacturing process, 
making it a reliable manufacturer produces highest quality product.  
V-NION's Concepts are Protect Green Environment, Guard Healthy 
Green Food and Recycled Resources. Mission of V-NION is create 
high-quality brand products that gain the trust of clients and 
consumers. Vision is meet customers high value of green food and 
services, determined production, processing and deals in one of the 
green industry chain, so that consumers really rest assured that the 
enjoyment of green food.
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V-SERIES INTERNATIONAL GROUP

Booth No: 9A005

VigitSIGN -
CLOUD CMS

Software

VigitSIGN -
All-In-One

Smart Digital
Menu Board

VigitSIGN -
Bar Type

Digital Signage

Founded in 1999 by Stone Foo, V-Series initially specialized in touch 
screen design for mobile phones and monitors. After gaining 
international recognition, they expanded services to manufacturers. 
Recognizing a gap in the karaoke market, they pioneered the world's 
first digital karaoke system, spurring business growth. Evolving with 
the shift towards online industries, V-Series became an IoT Solution 
Manufacturer, providing future-proof products and aiding businesses 
in transitioning to the digital world. Guided by innovation and 
adaptability, V-Series continues to lead in revolutionizing industries 
and embracing emerging market demands.

WB REFRIGERATION SDN BHD

Booth No: 4019

Walk-in Coldroom 31“ Length Cold Truck Body

Integral Chest Freezer

Wong Brothers was started in 1964 and is one of Malaysia's most 
experienced and highly integrated refrigeration companies.
Our contract capabilities include turnkey design, manufacture, install, 
testing and commissioning of commercial and industrial refrigeration 
system i.e. cold stores, cold room, refrigerated warehouse, water 
chillers, process cooling, blast freezing, clean rooms, indoor snow, 
and etc.
We provide made to measure solutions quickly and cost-effectively to 
meet individual customer specifications and sizes. Our experience 
and customized products have enabled us to serve various 
customers, ranging from large warehouses to leading quick-service 
restaurants.

WAY SAUCE SDN BHD

Booth No: 1032

Turmeric Garlic
Sauce w

Coconut Cream

Black Sauce Hainanese
Chicken Rice 

Way was founded to bring Malaysian cuisine to the world. Anyone can 
make tasty traditional dishes with our products within minutes. Way 
also insists that our products should be all natural - we do not use any 
artificial preservatives, flavourings, or other additives. We also take 
great pride in maintaining the highest standards of food safety - we 
have GMP, HACCP, BRC, and IFS certification; we are also 
Halal-certified. 
In line with our mission, Way currently exports to Japan, China, 
Taiwan, HK, Singapore, the Philippines, Australia, New Zealand, and 
the UK. We continue to seek new export markets worldwide.
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WFF REFRIGERATION SALES & SERVICES SDN BHD

Booth No: 5611

GX LUXURY FREEZER

GX LUXURY
OPEN CHILLER (OCC)

GX LUXURY
DOOR CHILLER

WFF Refrigeration Sales & Services Sdn Bhd, formed solely for the 
trading and supply of Showcase Cabinets, Glass Door Refrigerator, 
Display Cabinet, and Hot Item machine. Our company located at Kg. 
Baru Subang we supply refrigeration product to all around Peninsula 
Malaysia including East Malaysia. Until now company have serve few 
units convenience store for 7-Eleven, Family Mart, MYCU, MyNews, 
Mr Dollar; for hypermarket such as Billion, Econsave and TF Value 
Mart. WFF provide integrated design solution, installation works, 
relative service and planned maintenance for the refrigeration 
industry, servicing an ever  expanding customer base.  

WIN FAR TRADING SDN BHD

Booth No: 1101

Wf Bonito Flake
(Katsuobushi)

Samurai M
Halal M 500g

Wf Seasoned
Fish Roe Ebiko

Halal 500g

Wf Shirako Onigiri
Nori Flim

Halal 125g

Win Far Trading Sdn Bhd is one of the companies in Malaysia that 
import all kind of Japanese foodstuff inclusive dry food, frozen 
seafood, sushi rice, sake, shochu and all kind of restaurant 
necessities.
We have achieved this success through the hard work of our 
employees, who have superior knowledge and experience in this 
industry. Our growth and success can also be attributed to the 
continued support and cooperation of our customers and suppliers.
With over 700 Japanese items, we believe that we carry just about 
every imaginable product in this industry.

WINTERHALTER

Booth No: 4401

U50 P50 C50

Winterhalter stands for innovative, high-quality, and cost-efficient 
commercial warewashing solutions for commercial kitchens globally. 
Offering an exceptional range of high-performance warewashing 
machines, specially developed chemicals and kitchen hygiene 
products, water treatment devices, and perfectly coordinated 
accessories - all designed to meet your specific needs. Efficiency and 
hygienic cleaning results are guaranteed from a single supplier. With 
its reliable sales and service network within Southeast Asia, 
Winterhalter provides exceptional service before and after the sale, 
which includes consultation, technical assistance, training, timely 
delivery, and spare parts availability. 
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XBREW

Booth No: 6039

Altrofood

Schaerer Barista Comprital Group

It started with our love for a good cup of coffee that grew into a 
special commitment of supplying businesses with top quality coffee 
beans as Simple X Coffee. From there, we grew partnerships with 
cafés, restaurants and F&B outlets to provide total ice cream and 
beverage solutions. We are a team ready to lend expertise of the 
industry to young and established businesses. Quality and freshness 
is never a compromise and the pursuit of perfection & excellence is 
the core value that we live by. 

XTRIKE ROBOTICS SDN BHD

Booth No: 4017

KettyBotBellaBot HolaBot

Founded in 2022, Xtrike Robotics is well-known as the exclusive 
leading Pudu Robotics dealer in Malaysia, specializing in providing 
intelligent robots and automation solution for most education, 
healthcare, hospitality, corporate, retail and F&B industries to help 
optimize their workflow efficiency, combat staff shortage, reduce 
labour cost, and eventually improve customer service and experience.

YEO TECK SENG (KL) SDN BHD

Booth No: 9B408

Vervino Series Journey Series

Taste Series

Founded in 1965 by the late Mr Jeffrey Yeo Hang Lim, Yeo Teck Seng 
(S) Pte Ltd is a stalwart local company which has established itself 
over the years as the exclusive distributor of an extensive selection of 
quality homeware and kitchenware brands.
We are wholesaler and retailer dealing with well-known brands such 
as Zwilling J.A. Henckels, Staub, Ballarini, Zwiesel Glas and Umbra. 
Most of the brand are retailed at major departmental stores in 
Singapore & Malaysia, with 3 independent specialty Zwilling stores in 
Kuala Lumpur.
Associated Companies: Yeo Teck Seng (KL) Sdn Bhd (Malaysia)
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YSL KITCHEN EQUIPMENT SDN. BHD.

Booth No: 7010

Automatic Cup
Sealing Machine

Snow Ice
Machine

Coffee
Machine

Welcome to YSL Kitchen Equipment - our one-stop destination for all 
your kitchen equipment needs. We are a trusted supplier of 
high-quality, innovative machines. We prioritize durability, reliability, 
and user-friendly operation. Our machines are built with high-quality 
materials and advanced technology, ensuring long-lasting 
performance and minimal maintenance requirements. From 
automatic cup sealing machines to coffee machines, commercial ice 
makers, and snowflake machine etc.
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Kuala Lumpur
Convention Centre
(KLCC)

The Kuala Lumpur Convention 
Centre is Malaysia’s premier 

award-winning venue, located 
right in the heart of the 

country’s capital city and part 
of the integrated Kuala Lumpur 
City Centre (KLCC) precinct, the 

Centre is ideal for large, 
high-profile congregations to 

intimate private functions. 

If you are coming via a taxi or a chauffeured 
car, approach the Center along Jalan Pinang 
and turn left into the Main Entrance (second 
turn after the Mandarin Oriental Hotel) for 
drop off.

For those who are driving, you may park at the 
KL Convention Centre or Suria KLCC 
shopping centre’s parking.

By Car

For international travellers, the KLIA Express 
Train directly connects the Kuala Lumpur 
International Airport (KLIA) to KL Sentral.

Take the Light Rail Train (LRT), Kelana Jaya 
Line and disembark at the KLCC Station. Turn 
left after existing the turnstiles and walk 
through the Suria KLCC shopping center 
Concourse Level to the Center Court. Turn left 
and make your way past Cold Storage to the 
Guardian Pharmacy where there is a covered 
walkway through to the Center. 

By Train

From Suria KLCC shopping center’s Ground 
Level Center Court, take the Park Exit into the 
KLCC Park and turn right. Follow the 
Esplanade towards the Mandarin Oriental 
Hotel and then take the path around the edge 
of the park towards the center of the building 
and enter via the Park Entrance.

On Foot

HOW TO GET HERE

Kuala Lumpur City Centre,
50088 Kuala Lumpur, Federal 

Territory of Kuala Lumpur.

GPS Coordinates:
3.1531° N, 101.7126° E



Check In With FHM
Click Here For More Information

For Booking:
E: reservations@theruma.com
T: 60 3 2778 0888

Booking Link: 
https://be.synxis.com/?adult=1&arrive=2023-09-19&chain=24447&child=0&cu
rrency=MYR&depart=2023-09-20&filter=SBE&hotel=7000&level=hotel&locale=
en-US&promo=FHM2023&rooms=1&src=30 

Promo Code: FHM2023

For Booking:
Aires Oh
E: aires.oh@tradershotels.com
T: 60-3-2332-9884

Booking Link:
http://www.shangri-la.com/reservations/booking/en/index.aspx?hid=TH
KL&group_code=INF180923&check_in=20230918&check_out=20230922

Promo Code: INF180923

Traders Hotel Kuala Lumpur is located in Kuala Lumpur City 
Centre. Its’ ideal location makes it perfect for convention 
delegates as it is connected to Kuala Lumpur Convention centre 
with five direct walkways via the Hotel’s escalator or guest lifts, 
as well as direct access to Suria KLCC Shopping Mall and the 
iconic Petronas Twin Towers.

Traders Hotel Kuala Lumpur01

Nestled in the very heart of Kuala Lumpur’s Golden Triangle and 
just steps away from the Petronas Twin Towers and KLCC, The 
RuMa means home in its literal sense. A serene sanctuary 
amidst the downtown hustle and bustle, it is a hotel that 
captures all the intimacy of a home run by an accomplished host. 
A stay will inspire you to uncover the city’s origins and local 
heritage in a contemporary setting that exudes the soothing 
qualities of a true urban sanctuary.

The RuMa’s luxuriously appointed guest rooms and suites, many 
with breathtaking views across the city’s famed skyline, not only 
pay tribute to its locale, they also embrace a new form of guest 
experience, unlike any in the region today. Once you arrive at The 
RuMa you enter a world that revolves around you.

The RuMa Hotel Kuala Lumpur02

https://www.shangri-la.com/en/kualalumpur/traders/?timeZone=+8&specialCode=INF180923&specialCodeType=Group&checkInDate=2023-09-18&checkOutDate=2023-09-22&rooms=[{%22adultNum%22:1,%22childNum%22:0}]
https://be.synxis.com/?adult=1&arrive=2023-09-19&chain=24447&child=0&currency=MYR&depart=2023-09-20&filter=SBE&hotel=7000&level=hotel&locale=en-US&promo=FHM2023&rooms=1&src=30
https://foodandhotel.com/official-hotels/


For Booking:
Ms. Noraini Ahmad 
T: +6013 335 2027
E: Noraini.AHMAD@accor.com

Booking Link: 
https://foodandhotel.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/Booking-Form-Info
rma-Markets-_-Food-Hotel-Malaysia-2023.pdf

Situated in the Golden Triangle of Kuala Lumpur, the hotel offers 
a convenient position between the PETRONAS Twin Towers and 
Bukit Bintang. Within a short stroll of less than five minutes, 
guests can easily reach the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre 
and shopping destinations such as Pavilion Kuala Lumpur and 
Suria KLCC. With 302 rooms, all of which are smoke-free with 
various amenities including complimentary WiFi, 24-hour room 
service, built-in drinking water filtration, and an ergonomic 
working desk.

Novotel Kuala Lumpur City Centre03

For Booking:
Ms. Radhika (Reservations Manager)
E: reservations@kul.equatorial.com
T: 60-3-2789-7301

Booking Link:
http://be.synxis.com/?Hotel=6257&rate=FHM23&arrive=09-15-23

EQ is located within close walking distance to KL Convention 
Centre & Pavilion Shopping Mall. EQ , an award winning 5-star 
hotel offering 440 stylish rooms, state of the art banquet and 
meeting facilities, and an array of signature restaurants 
including our rooftop venue called Sky51, which offers 
spectacular panoramic views of the city.

EQ also the only hotel in Kuala Lumpur with a Green Building 
Index (GBI) Gold accreditation, making it among the most energy 
and resource efficient buildings in the country.

EQ, Kuala Lumpur04

https://foodandhotel.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/Booking-Form-Informa-Markets-_-Food-Hotel-Malaysia-2023.pdf
http://be.synxis.com/?Hotel=6257&rate=FHM23&arrive=09-15-23


Pre-register now as a trade visitor to skip the 
long registration queues! Once your 

registration is approved, you will receive a 
Registration Confirmation email with a 

unique QR code to claim your Visitor Badge 
at the Registration Counter on Level 1 or 
Level 3 for access to the exhibition halls.

Walk-in registration will be subject to a 
RM50.00 admission fee.

https://bit.ly/spfhm23�

Stay 
Connected

Hungry for the latest updates? Follow Food and Hotel 
Malaysia on our various social media channels to 
access delectable servings of the hottest news and 
freshest industry updates. 

Food and Hotel Malaysia

Powered By:Contact
Us

Informa Markets Malaysia

T: +60-3-9771-2688        E: info@foodandhotel.com
www.foodandhotel.com

Suite 5-01, Level 5, Sunway VISIO Tower
Lingkaran SV, Sunway Velocity,
55100 Kuala Lumpur.

GET
BY PRE-REGISTERING YOUR VISIT NOW

https://fhm.imasia-passport.com/en/user/register?utm_source=showpreview&utm_medium=qrcode&utm_campaign=prereg
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